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THE APPLICATION OF' SOCIAL" COST-BSmEFIT ANALYSIS 
TO THE PROBLEM OF CHOOSING' ÁMONG ALTEBNATIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES: A SURVEY. 

I • 

Introductipn 

In the desscriptlon of the Pilot Project on Transfer of Technology 
(OBA/Ser, J/II. 12, pp. 12-13) the regional coordinating office is assigned 
the task of elaborating a methodology for the evaluation of technologies 
"taking into consideration technical, economic and social criteria". 
Furthermore, the regional coordinating office will hold a meeting with 
the participating covintrieg to agree upon a common methodology. Using 
this common methodology, the national coordinating centers are expected 
to perfom the evaluations on "the basis of social costs and markets for 
factors of production in each coiaitry". 

In the request which the Institute received from the OAS, the task 
of the Institute in the elaboration of this methodology was defined in 
correspondence and conversations in Santiago as that of preparing a paper 
in the brief period of three months which would (I) extract from the 
bibliography on the evaluation of alternative technologies those considerations 
which would be most pertinent to the aims of the Pilot Project and (2) 
perform the first stage of a process of critical analysis of these points 
as a means of indicating the methodological focus most useful for the 
Pilot Project. 

In the same request the comment was made that the final methodology 
to bQ elaborated by the "Ptinto Focal Regional" should permit (1) an 
evaluation at the national, or macroeconomic, level in which factor 
availabilities and the objectives of national policy could be taken intn 
account and (2) an evaluation at the micrqeconomic level based on the 
viewpoint of the firm. 

•The first problem which had to be faced in writing this paper was, 
therefore, that of choosing a suitable framework for reviewing the literature 
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pertinent to the alms of the Pilot Project. Social cost-benefit analysis 
was chosen as this framework. In a wide sense social cost-benefit analysis 
is nothing more or less than a w ^ of presenting the economic problem: 
maximization of an objective function subject to contraints. In the 
first place, the flexibility of cost-benefit analysis permits the analyst 
to incorporate the objectives of national economic policy in the evaluation 
of alternative technelogies. In the second place, there exists an abundance 
cf economic literature dealing with the application of cost~benefit analysis V 
to a variety of problems, while there is very little written on alternative 
methods of evaluation. One c-o'-ild stay much closer to the traditional analysis b: 
using a two-factor analysis of the combinations of capital and labour 
required per unit of output. Then, by varying relative factor prices, 
one cotild determine which technique is the most efficient one for various 
assumptions about relative factor prices. One problem with this approach 
is the difficulty of extending the analysis to include more than two 
factors, for instance, foreign exchange requirements or labor of differing 
qualities. 

It. is also difficult to take into account other important differences 
between alternative techniques such as the benefits which may accrue tt» 
the labour force from working with more advanced techniques. Finally^ 
this approach does not usually take into account the time pattern of costs „ 
and revenues; hence, it is difficult to allow for changes in prices over 
time and to apply a social rate of discount to the stream o^ future costs ^ 
and benefits ^ 

This approach can^in any case, be embraced by the framework of cost^ 
benefit analysis wlien the only costs are capital and labour, and where 
the only benefit is the value of the- output produced. Indeed^ cost-bene.fit 
analysis is a highly flexible technique which,' by tha choice of the costs and 
benefits to be included, can be made to reflect any of the several investment 
criteria encoxintered in the, literature of economic development. 

1/ Probably, the best presentation of more traditional approaches to the 
problem of choice of techniques (^d also their limitations) may be 
found in Tinbergen (38B), 
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Besides writing a critical review oí the literature bearing on the 
evaluation of alternative technologies.within the framework of social 
cost-benefit analysis, it^seemed that a major contribution to the Project 
Pilot could be the development of a concrete example of the. application 
of cost^benefit analysis to the problem of choice of techniques, Thus, 
section VIII which sets forth that example is- given about the same emphasis 
as sections II-VII combined which review the^literature bearing on 
different aspects of cost-'benefit analysis, mainly, the deteimination of 
the appropriate shadow prices of inputs. Since the literature on cost-
benefit analysis and on shadow prices has been the subject of several 
recent reviews of high quality ̂ the elaboration of this example may 
constitute more of a contribution to the Pilot Project than the review itself. 

VJhat may be most interesting about the exsanple is the use of 
sensitivity analysis. Under two alternative assumptions about the size 
of the market sensitivity analysis is used to show which technique is 
optimal for various combinations of values for the social rate of discount 
and for the weight to be attached to increasing employment. These objectives 
have been chosen since they are the two to which most attention is usually 
given in the formulation of national economic policy. 

These parameters are presumed to be unknown to the planner because 
they are not empirically measurable, depending instead on the political 
process for their determination. However, sensitivity analysis may also 
be used where there may be considerable doxibt over the reliability of 
estimates of parameters which are in principle measurable when one wishes 
to know how sensitive the conclusion of the analysis may be to possible 
errors of this sort. For instance, it may be fowd that the conclusions 
of the analysis hold if the marginal propensity to save of capitalists is 
in the range of 6 + 1.0 (the original estimate, let us say, wag .8) but 
not if it is less than .6. In the example of section VIII, an exercise of 
this sort is perfojrmed for the shadow price of foreign exchange. 

1/ See, particularly the articles by Harberger and Feldstein and Fleming in 
the United Nations volume (44) and the paper prepared by Guadagni for the 
Interamerican Develoixnent Bank (18). His paper also contains a review 
of empirical estimates of shadow prices. 
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Besides the usefulness ef sensitivity, analysis in evaluating the 
effect of changes in the values of parameters', the entire exercise of 
cost-benefit analysis can be repeated to determine the implications of 
alternative formulations of the shadow price of labour, the shadow price 
faf foreign exchange and other'parameters.. Particularly, when there may 
exist considerable controversy over the appropriate formula to be used ^ 
in calculating the value of a parameter, such exercise may be used to 
determine how critical the choice of the formula may be to the outcome V 
of the ^valuation. 

Even though the sample pJreŝ nted in this paper runs to considerable 
length, it is by no means exhaustive. One could and certainly should, 
in view of the large degree of uncertainty involved in most empirical 
estimates of the parameters required in cost-benefit analysis, and in 
view of the controversial nature of the formulas used, multiply the 
exercises many times over, VJhat has been done here is no more than a 
first step, although hopefully a useful one; in indicating the potential 
usefulness of this framework of analysis. 

The focus of this paper then, is the application of social cost-benefit 
analysis to the problm of choosing among alternative production processes. 
By cost-benefit analysis is meant the identification of the costs and 
benefits of a project at the time when they are realized over the lifetime ^ 
of the project, discounting each of these elements to the present and 
subtracting cost^ from benefits. The resultant value is the net discounted 
present value. This may be calculated for each technological alternative, 
and the one with the greater net present value may be regarded as.the 
most efficient one, • By social cost^benefit analysis is meant that market 
prices of inputs are replaced by shadow prices, or^rather^"corrected". 
prices, for such important components as unskilled labour, foreign exchange 
and investment funds of the public sector financed by. taxation of the 
private sector. 

As was mentioned above, cost-benefit analysis was chosen as the focus 
for this paper among other reasons, because of the flexibility of the 
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technique. By choosing X'Jhich costs and v/hich benefits to include one 
can reduce cóst-beñefit analj'sis to any one of the several investment 
criteria encountered in the literature bf economic develoiment. In a 
recent article (37) Seji develops a general framevrork in ̂ r̂hich the goal 
of a society ig assumed to be that of méocimizin» the sum.of consumption 
plus savings subject to the constraint of a linear homogeneous px-oduction 
function of two factors, capital and labour, i/ithin this general frameifork 
the recommended investment criteria of various growth theorists can be seen 
as special cases, depending upon the weight attached to savings relative 
to consumption, the nature of the relationship assumed to exist between 
factor incomes and savings, and the opportunity costs of using capital, 
and labour. 

The recommendations of Lewis (29), Polak (32) and Buchanan (10) 
that the output per unit of capital be maximized can be interpreted as 
placing zero weights on the value of savings generated by investment 
projects as distinct from total output ajid on the marginal product of 
labour. Dobb (13), Galenson and Leibenstein (17) emphasized the link 
between the reinvestible surplus as a function of choice of technique 
and the rate of grô -rbh. This ai:proach places a high weight on project-
generated savings. Kahn (25), on the other hand, argued that the social 
opportunity cost of labour be subtracted from output and that what shou3.d 
be maximized, is the social max-ginal product. This is equivalent to 
asstmdng a positive marginal product of labour- and a zero weight for 
additional savings. 

Bator (2) argued that there was no constraint on the rate of savings; 
in other words that savings v.rere independent of the investment projects 
chosen. This is equivalent to assií£,nin¿ a 7/eight of zero to savinga 
generated by a project and the policy recoijimendation is to maximize present 
output, that is to choose the most labour intensive processes consistent 
with efficiency. 

Sckstein (14) has presented a general frajtiiei/>/ork similar to that of 
Sen, as did Chenery (11) implicitly in his application of programming 
techniques. 

Aiarglin (31, 
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K&rglin (31. 32, 45) has extended the' general frejnework to allow for 
shadow prices of several factors, weights for different goals of public 
policy and a theoretical method for lirlking the premium attached to savings 
to the optimal growth path. He has also dealt with the problem of the 
optitnal timing of ^vestment decisions, 

I'Je have already mentioned that section VIJI contains a well-<-developed ^ 
example of the application of cost^benefit analysis to the problom of choice 
of technologies. 

In sections II'̂ VIX preceding the example, the literature pertinent 
to various aspects of costrrbenefit analysis has been surveyed and a brief 
sunmary of the material covered there may be useful at this point. 

In section II, there is a brief discussion of the nature of shadow 
prices. The way in which shadow prices are derived from general equilibrium 
econcanic models is described. These shadow prices are constracted' with 
accounting prices or corrected prices which are derived from partial 
equilibrium models or simply calculated by adjusting market prices to take 
into account generally recognized distortions. The relationship between 
national economic profitability based on shadow prices and commercial 
profitability based on market prices is also discussed. 

Section III, "The Shadow Price pf Capital" deals with three topics. 
The first is the procedure of Marglin for estimating the opportunity cost 
of capital in the public sector when financed by taxation of the private 
capitalistic sector. The second is the procedure of little-iilrrlees for 
converting the qonsumption benefits of a project to their equivalent value ' 
as invested capital. Finally, complications in measuring the opportunj.ty 
cost of capital are mentioned including the effect of direct and indirect 
taxes, the presence of monopoly, and the opportunity c<?8t of raising funds 
through tUe issue of private debt. 

The social rate of discount is t-he subject of section IV, Here th-? 
problems of discounting future costs and benefits is reviewed. Some authors 
prefer to use the opportunity cost of capital in the private sector as the 
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appropriate discoxint rate, ilarglin has sr̂ jued convincingly that this 
procedure is incorrect; rather, the time prefei'ence of society'- ought to 
be used. Since this involves measuring the marginal utilit3'- of per capita 
income, a valvie caraiot convincingly be calculated for this parameter. 
Hence, Harglin and Sen propose the use of sensitivity analysis for making 
explicit the social rate of discount î iplicit in the decisions of policy-
makers. liittle-TÍürrlees offer s formula for computing the social I'ate of 
discount based on assumptions about the mĵ rginal utility of income in the 
rural and urban sectors. 

Section V deals idth the shadow price of labor under two headings: 
direct costs and indirect costs. Under direct costs, various considerations 
regarding the appropriate measure of the direct opportunity cost of labor, 
particularly, unskilled labor, are dealt with. In particular^the question 
is considered whether the marginal product in asricultwe, taking into 
account transport costs, or the marginal product of labor in the unprot-̂ cted 
xirban sector ought to be taken as the relevant direct opportunity cost of 
labor in an industrial project. 

By indirect cost is meant the effect of a. labor-intensive alternative 
on savings and investment. The argvoaent often advanced is that recipients 
of income from capital have a higher propensity to save than recipients 
of wage income. Hence, tvhile s labor-intensive alternative might yield 
a higher rate of return on invested capital, the amount available for 
reinvestment might be less. Thus, a conflict is posed between techniques 
v;hich maidmize output and those which maximiae savings and, hence, the 
rate of growth. Formulas are presented which take.into account both the 
direct and indirect costs of labor. Moreover, the formulas also provide 
for the positive valua.tion of employment so that the tradeoff between 
employment and growth acceptable to econoi.iic planners can be made e:3cplicit. 

The shadov/ price of foreign eixchange is the subject matter of section 
VI and Appendix II, Of several variant procedures found in the literature, 
the most attractive theoretically is the estimating of the shaiiow price of 
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foreign escchange from a linear profpcaimins inodel. Since, however, this 
has not yet been possible, due to the difficulties of constructing a 
reasonably accvr&te model, the remaining candidates are general and partial 
equilibriiini formulas, on the one hand, and methods for ranking projects 
in the, order in which they would become competitive as the exchange rate 
varies, on the other. 

The general equilibrium formula takes^as a standard of refex-ence, 
the free trade situation, Other authors prefer to worlc with only those 
relarcations in trade barriers v;hich can be reasonably a.nticipated. These 
formulas may be considered as partial equilibrium approachfis. The ranking 
methods eirqploy a static theory of comparative advantage which limits their 
Toseftilness. Parity rates of.eicchange may be useful for adjusting general 
or partial equilibriimi rates, but otherwise are not useful as guides to 
resource allocation* 

In contrast idth the above methods, all of which reouii-e the calculation 
of a single shadow price of foreign ejcchange, is the little-'I'óirrlees method. 
These authors prefer to use foreign prices for all inputs and outputs, having 
recoursé, to a single rate only for converting from domestic to foreign prices 
a large number of material inputs when each of them is needed in ratiter 
small quantities. 

Finally, Section V H deals vdth some complications in applylr^ cost^ ^ 
benefit analysis, such as differences in the quality of product, the 
existence of joint products, and the correct use of certain engineering, date. 
An Addendum of three pages contains the variable definitions used.in the text. 

The objective of this paper was not to arrive at definite conclusions 
regarding the various issues involved in evaluating alternative technologies, 
still less to present a definitive raethodology, Rather, it aims at a 
preliminary eocamination of the principle problems. Huch of the pertinent 
literature has been reviewed with this aim in mind; and a fairly detailed 
example has been t-iorked out to illustrate how social cost-rbenefit analysis 
might be applied to the problem of evaluating alternative technologies. 
By this proceudre it is to be hoped that the paper has been sucpessful in 
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extracting points .funclamcntBl to the fonmolation of a methodolosj'"- Following 
are some considerations v/hich arose in the course of writing this paper, 
not all of wlUch hrve been treated in the detail they warrant due to the 
stringent time constraint iû josed on the preparation of the paper. 

Points for Qlscussipn in ChoosiJig a. liethodolo^ 

1. The first question is whether to apply some form of costrrbenefit 
analysis or whether to use an a.pperently simpler analysis based only on 
quantities of capital and labor per unit of"output and their prices. 
The advantage of cost-benefit anals'-sis over the second procedure Hes in 
its flejdbility. In the analysis of alternative technologies, benefits m^y 
include, in addition to the product produced, ©cternalities arising from 
the use of advanced technology quantified, for example, as the value of 
on-the-job training. Slight quality differences in the outputs may be 
taken into account by using different prices for the outputs. On the 
cost side, scarce inputs other than capital and unskilled labor may be 
included, e.g., the cost of foreign ejcchange, highly skilled labor which 
may require special training facilities, etc. An apparent disadvantage 
of cQst-benefit analysis when compared with a simpler analysis of capitaiy 
labor ratios is its compleidty. Complexities emerge with the simpler technique 
as well, however. For instance, the necessity of computing production time 
per urdt of output to accurately determine the capital and labor costs 
per xinit of output is a difficult task. Another difficulty is in aggregating 
various types of labor requiring different amounts of training, and in 
evaluating the cpst of capitel goods. 
2» If cost^benefit analysis is chosen, the question váiich must then be 
faced fall under two headings: vihether to use market prices or shadow prioei^ 
and which tj'pes of indirect costs and benefits to include. As far as the 
pricing question is concerned, the following observations may stimulate 
discussion. In the first place, since the economy is an interrela.ted system, 
shadOTv prices should be derived from a general equilibrium model. Since 
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this is not usuelly a feasibXe procedure, recourse is usually had to adjusted, 
or "acQQunting" prices. These prices are knoi-m to be inaccurate estimates 
of shadovj prices because of their failure tt» reflect interdependence. However^ 
market prices are knoTíii to involve distortions as well. The real question 
is whether the use of corrected prices instead of market prices can improve 
upon the allocation of resources v/hich would result from their use. Besides 
the problem of interdependence among shadow prices, there is an obvious 
problem of inconsistency in using market prices for material inputs end 
shadovi prices for foreign eicchange, investment, and la.bor which is the 
usual practice^ This inconcistcnoy arises from the obvious fact that 
material inputs are produced using factors T4iich are given shadow prices 
v;hen directly used in the project. Thus the same factors t'ri.11 have a 
different price ̂ î̂ en used as an indirect input than it will have when used 
as a direct input. The Xittle-^türrlees approach avoids this of 
inconsistency by valuing all inputs at their foreign pi-ices, although the 
appropriateness of foreign prices may be questioned. 
3. Another probleia in the use of shadow prices is the diffictdty in 
using them in the implementation of a project or choice of production 
process. If the government is involved in implesinenting the undertaking, 
it may use shadow prices, covering such deficits as may result from their. . 
use vdth ts2c receipts. VJhen a project is intended for the private sector, 
this is more difficult. If the government vdshes to adapt fiscal policy 
to the end of bringing market prices into line ̂ -dth shadov/ prices, it can 
tax capital and subsidize labor mth the proceeds. Hovrever, since taxes 
presently in force affect the relative prices of factors the viiole.tax 
system must be reconstructed to bring about the desired factor price ratios. 
Thus the evaluation of which of several techniques is optimal from the 
point of view of the national ecpnoc^ may result in a recommendation for 
the use of e technique which cannot-be implemented if the project is in 
the private sector. 

/4. One advantage 
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4* One advantage of cost-benefit analysis understood in the brosd sense, 
is the possibilitj'- of including as many indirect costs and benefits as 
seems reasonable fi'om the point of view of the. analyst. As láll be seen 
in the discussion of the shadow pidce of labpr, it is also possible to 
incorporate conflicting objectives in the shadox̂  price of an input if 
those objectives are related only to the input in question. In the exan^le 
in section VIII this is the procedure used where the only objectives 

tí considered are the effects of the choice on aggregate output and on 
employment. Another escan̂ jle is giyen in Appendl;; I where special weight 
is given to the lacetion of a project in an economically depressed region. 
This is a. case of expanding the list of benefits. 

Among the indirect benefits líhich may also be included are the training 
provided by using advanced techniques and increased independence from foreign 
dependency irihich may result; for example, if one technique can use domestically 
produced capital goods. One could quite easily eictend the Ust. 
5. Consideration might also be given to projections of capacity utilization 
over time and the likely paths of product and factor prices to.avoid falling 
into the trap of a purely static axiaiysis, iihen, for instance, one of the 
alternative technologies involves a minimum plant si?;e with a. volume of 
production at full utilization eĵ ceeding the absorption capacity of the 

w market, fixed costs per unit of output I'dll be liigher in earHer years of 
operation than in later years. Also, since different technologies vdll use 

y different combinations of inputs by definition, changes in relative factor 
prices over time vdll affect the relative profitability of the technologies 
in question. 
6. Scale of production is important since scale may affect the optimal 
technique in some not very obvious i^ys. For example, general piarpose 
machines lasy be more efficient for relatively smll scale operations vherea.s 
more highly specialized machinery may be more efficient for relatively large 
scale levels of production, 
7. The size of plant may also have effects on the capacity of social 
infrastructure and on the abilltj'- of the environment to absorb polution. 

/Thus a number 
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Thus e nuiriber of siaall dispersed plants iiight entail reduced indirect costs 
in this regard when compared x-dth s large plant of necessity to be constructed 
in a large urban center. The increased production efficiency of the larger 
plant may be offset by the lower social costs of -tl̂e dispersed design. 

A 

/II 
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11 

Shadow Prices and Accoxinting Prices 

A very good discussion of the general concepts of shadow and a;ccounting 
prices is given in Fleming and Feldstein''(15). Assume that an econongr coxild 
be adequately describéd by a general eqî librivun system of ecjfiations which 
incorporates all significant externalities. Therî ' maximizing the value of 
the social welfare function subject to the constraints given by the system 
of equations would assign to each input a weight representing its marginal 
productivity. These weights would be the shadow prices of the factors 
of production. Market prices would be identical to such shadow prices only 
in the mythical world of perfect competition and no externalities. In the 
real world, however, shadow prices may be ejqjected to difisr from market 
prices for a number of reasons: among others, externalities, monopoly, 
incidence of taxes, etc. In the case of the rate of interest other 
considerations enter as well which will be dealt with later. 

Now, obviously, shadow prices, strictly speaking, cannot be 
calculated with any accuracy. Programming models of sufficient sophistication 
have not been developed. Consequently, adjustments are made to market prices 
which it is hoped will bring them closer to their "shadow prices". These 
corrected prices are called accounting prices. As Feldstein & Flamming 
put it, accounting prices are shadow prices which meet a certain standard 
of administrative feasibility. Another way of speaking of this distinction 
is in terns of general equilibrium vs, partial eqmlibrium. In a genei-al 
equilibrium model which describes the whole economy, shadow prices would 
be obtained by a simultaneous solution of all equations. In a partial 
equilibrium analysis, the effect of one sector or one activity, e,g.., a 
project, is assumed to have no effect on the. value of the prices for tlic 
economic system as a whole. It is in this sense that accounting prices 
- as rather crude estimates •>• are. likely to be. acceptable approximations to 
shadow prices. If, however, the project is large enough to affect the price 
of any output or input, then the interaction between the project and the 
rest of the economy should be considered using some sort of general 
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equillbriuni model. It can probably be assumed that in the case cf choice 
of technique for the production of a particular product - which is the 
focus of thia review - the use of partial equilibrium techniques and, henpe, 
estimates of shadow prices by adjusting market prices is a fully acceptable 
technique. In the rest of the paper the term "shadow price" is"used 
interchangeably wil̂ h "accounting price" although it should be clear w^ ^ 
will always, in fact, be talking about accounting prices. 

It must be emphasized that the discussion so far has been in static ^ 
terms. I'Jhen a project can be assumed to have a lifetime of several years, 
e.g., 20 years, one must estimate changes in prices for each year of the 
duration of the project. Changes in relative factor prices, likely changes 
in the export price over time, etc., must all be considered. 

It is worth discussing the rela:tion between social and commercial 
profitability. The use of shadow prices is intended to reflect the social 
profitability of the project in terms of the complexity of goals of the 
society. Since, however, an entrepreneur in the private sector, or even the 
znanager of a state enterp.?ioej must maintain his accovmts on the basis of 
actual prices, and, further, is subject to income taxes as well as various 
indirect taxes, the determination of a certain rate of social profit says 
nothing about the commercial profitability of the undertaking in question» 
Consequently, an analysis of the commercial profitability of a project 
intended for the private sector should be undertaken as weA as an analysis 
of social profitability.. If on the basis of social profitability a project 
ot particular technique of production is worth implementing, the level of 
commercial profitability can then be used to guide the government in the 
application of an appropriate tax/subsidy schenî  which may be nec.essary to . 
cause private inc^ntiv^s to confô n̂i to social needs. The practj.cality of 
such a sch^e can then be used to determine whether private enterprise or 
the public sector is best suited for the undertaking, 

^ fact, this procedure is possible only in the case of projects or 
enterprises iniciated by the s-t;-ate, 'Ihen a private concern presents a 
project for financing to obtain an import license, or in some other way 
to obtain state approval, only one technique is presented. It is up to the 
state representative, then.to ask intelligent questions: are there other, 
techniques? What is the difference between them and the one chosen? VJhy 
were the others rejected? etc. 

/Ill 
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Ill 

The Shadow Price of Capital 

By the price of capital most people mean the rate of interest, or the 
rental price of capital, which would, in a well-functioning capital market, 
equal the marginal productivity of capital. Some authors propose the use of 
the marginal productivity of capital in the private sector for the rate of 
discount to be applied to projects the public sector rather than the 
social rate of time preference. In this section, we are concerned with' 
something quite different, that is, the adjustment to be made to the value 
of investment funds used in a public sector project when some of these 
funds displace investments in the private sector. This concept has nothing 
to do with determining the rate of discxjxint to be used in expressing future 
benefits and costs as their present value equivalents. 

The UMXDO Formula • 

In his several writings, and in his contribution to the UNIDO volume 
i&rglin (31, 32, 45) develops a formula for the shadow price of investment funds 
used in public sector projects whose financing reduces investment in the 
private sector. -

For that proportion of investment funds which comes from private 
investment, the reasoning is as follows^ An investment yields direct 
contributions to consunqjtion (1 ̂  s)y and direct contributions to investment, 
sy. Evaluating new investment at its shadow price, p^^, and summingv the 
annual gain from a unit of investment is 

(1 - s)y + p^"^ sy (1) 
If the investment extends indefinitely into the future and the parameters 
are assumed constant, the present value of (1) may be calculated; 

^ i n v ^ Y - ' (1 

t=l (1 + i)^ (2) 

/This geometric 
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This geometric gum may be revrritten as 

P Cl - s) ^ sy (3) 

m v Solving for p 
piny , . 3)y ^ 

i - sy (4; 

In the surplus labour economy, y, the rate of return to capital is 
expressed as the difference between the marginal output/capital ratio and 
the actual wage bill per unit of j^vestment which is t-he product of ths 
wage rate and the labour/capital ratio. Another term is added to the 
expression for the increase in consumption made possible by the differential 
between the wage and the marginal productivity of labour in agriculture or 
the unprotected urban sector, We thus have: 

P^"" (1- s) (y- wb) (y- z)h (5) inv Vi - 3) , 
1 s (y - wb; 

The derivation is as follows. Given the definitions of b, w and y, 
capitalist incomes are equal to the nominal profit rate, y n- wb. If 
capitalists save s and consiime 1 - s, the annual aggregate consumption 
value of a marginal unit of investment is» by reasoning analogous to the 
preceding derivation, 

(1 - s) ( y w b ) + p̂ "'' s(y ~ wb) (6) 
If workers save nothing, the annual consum.ption they derive from a 

unit of investment is (w - !ii)b. The sum of these aggregate benefits is 
equal to 

P^"" s(y ̂  wb) + (1 ̂  s) (y - wb) + (w - z)b (7) 
Discounting the annual stream of benefits to,infinite yields 

T 
P^"" = s(y ̂  wb) H- (1 s) wb) -t- (w ~ z)b (8) 

Solving for p̂ "̂̂ , 

P^"" g - 3) (y-. wb) -»• (w-. z)b (9) 
i - s(y - wb) /Marglin's shadow 
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Marglin's shadow price of capitaj: not oniy affects thé evaluation 
of the initial capital outlay, and the evaluation of working capital, but 
it also affects the shadow wage of labour as will be shown in section V. 

• The OECD Formula 

In the Little-Mirrlees OECD Manual (30), little attention is paid to 
the method of finance; hence, there is no. discussion of the shadow price of 
investment for evaluating the initial capital costs and the operating costs 
of a project. However, in evaluating the shadow price of labour, a shadow 
price of investment is used. little & Mirrlees call this the value of 
investment in terms of consumption, and in their formula, presented in 
our Section V, they are forced to use,the social rate of discount, v\4iich 
they call the consumption rate of interest, in a way very similar to the 
UNIDO authors. For comparison, the IdttJ-e and Mirrlees formula, with the 
same notation as the UNIDO authors, is: 

pi^v .:, (w - z)b . ,(w - z)b P .̂1 + X ; . sy - i sy - i . (lO) 
Their shadow price is derived as follows. Let p^^ represent the 

value of consumption arising from an investment over T years where T 
represents the point in the future when consumption is valued equally with 
investment, lüth sy equal to the rate of growth of investment (the product 
of the output/capital ratio and the marginal propensity to save) and, i 
equal to the social rate of discount, one unit of investment will grow by 
year T to a value of 

ÍULM.V 
{ V T l J (11) 

In each year this growing investment fund vdll also provide 
consumption benefits equal to (w « z) multiplied by the labor/capital 

i • 
ratio, b. Discounted to the present, we have 

(02) 
(w - z)b 

/' \ 2 / \ T_1 
T + 3. •*• sy + 1 sy +0 c. + / 1 + sy \ ^ 11-i. î i + i y VI + i • 

/ 

/which is 
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vílich is a geometric progression equal to 

(w ~ z)b 
sy - 1 

/- \ T 
/ 

(13) 

' T Adding this term %o 11 * sy , we have eQuaWon (10) 
\1 -i- i J 

P^"" fk*^)'^ 'hLzJ^ + l ^ - (w ̂  z)b (14) 
U + i / V sy 1 j sy - i 

The formulas of the OECP authors and the UNIDO authors are broadly 
similar to one another since they both deal with the same concepts: the 
growth potential of investment funds and the additional consumption benefits 
arising from higher future levels of investment. The UNIDO formula assumes 
an infinite time horizon and no changes of parameters, whereas the OECD 
formula utilizes a time horizon T, when the shadpw price of investment in 
terms of consumption is abruptly equal to 1, i.e., the nominal %'alue of 
the investment, vAiereas up to that point, the shadow price of investment 
in terms of consumption is some magnitude greater than 1, The discontiimity 
is offered as a simplifying assumption in view of their suppositj.on that 
the premium attached to savings declines over time. The UNIDO formula 
avoids making a judgment about the relative valueg of future consumption 
and future investment by developing a shadow price of papital based 
directly on the opportunity cost of foregone investment in the private 
sector. 

Other authors have pointed out the need for care in estimating the 
return to capital in the private sector, and have also considered the cost 
of capital when displacing private consumption through taxes, or private 
consumption through public debt. 

As regards the opportunity cost of capital in the private sector? 
Stockfish (3$) and Harberger (22) have noted the necessity of taking in:'.o 
account the effect pf inpome taxes, indirect taxes, and monopoly on the 
private rate of return» 

Haveman (23) has ppLited out the fact that taxes displace investment 
as well as consumption and thus alter interest rates, and savings decisions. 
Using this concept, he has estimated the social rate of discovint in the U.S. 

/Harberger (20, 21) 
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Haxberger (20, 21) has analized the opportunity cost of funds 
raised through the issue of publxQ debt. This has the effect of raising 
the interest rate which decreases private investment and increasing savings. 
The public debt is, thus, equal to the sum of the investment disp3.aced 
plus the additional savings generated. The opportunity cost is thus 
represented by the gross rate of return on private investment displaced 
by the rise in the interest rate and by the rate of interest net of 
taxes corresponding to the increased savings caused by the higher ratea 

Of the various approaches, that of the UNIDO authors can be 
recommended for the relative ease with which it can be applied» On 
theoretical grounds, such a \3udgment is rather more difficult to make 
since the differences among the underlying theories depend on judgments 
about the relative importance of the variables considered. 

/IV 
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1V 

The Social Rate of Discount 

Since consumption is less valuable in the future than in the present, it 
is necessary to discount the future net benefits of a project. On this 
everyone involved in project analysis agrees. The disagreement consists in 
deciding which rate of discount to use, and to some extent when to use it« 

k 
Iferglin, for example, uses it in three steps of the analysis: (1) in estimating 
the shadov price of investment in the public sector since private sector 
investment projects, which yield a stream of future conswrnption, are 
foregone; (2) in evaluating the shadow wage of labor since the wage bill 
may displace investment funds which would have resulted from a more capital 
intensive alternative; and (3) in evaluating the net future ber.sfits of a 
project. 

Little (Sc Mirrlees (3O) use the shadow price, of investment, termed by 
them the consumption rate of interest, in estimating the shadow wage of 
labor. However, they neglect the shadow pricing of initial investment 
and working capital costs. For discounting future net benefits which is 
necessary for estimating the present discounted value of a project, they 
prefer to use an accounting rate of interest vAiich is such that the least 
profitable project necessary to exhaust the investment fund has a net ^̂  
present value of zero. 

In terms of finding a value for the social rate of discount, this v 
approach differs sharply from that of the UNIDO authors. They use 
sensitivity analysis to produce a range of values for unknown parameters, 
pne of which is the social rate of discount - a technique which will be 
discussed shortly and which is utilized in the example in Appendix IIo 

Other authors have argued for the use of the opportunity cost o" 
capital rather than the social rate pf discount in calculating net prebejit 
values. 

Harb^ger (21, 22), for example, has argued that the use of social 
rates of discount in the manner suggested by Eckstein and Marglin, rather 
than the marginal productivity of capital in the private sector, may lead 

/to situations 
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to situations in which the rete of return on public sector investment .is 
less than that on private sector investments, Marglin has shown (45)» 
however, that this contention rests on rather stringent assumptions: 
(1) the volume of investment is fixed independently of project choice in 
the public sector. If this assumption- doéé not hold, it must then be 
assumed (2) that the relevant model is a two^period model, or (3) that the 
growth path of the economy is already optimal» 

If project analysis requires the use of a social rate of discount, 
xrfiat should project analysis assume about the magnitude of this parameter? 
Marglin provides a formula for this discount rate: 

in vrtiich i is the product of the elasticity (negative) of marginal utility 
of consumption with respect to increases in per capita ponsumption ( 
and the rate of growth of per capita consumption (̂ p)» Of course 

is not a measurable quantity so Iferglin (45) advocates the use of 
sensitivity analysis, an example of which is presented in Appendix I, to 
produce a range of discount rates which will yield a positive cost-benefit 
ratio. Successive choipes by planners among the alternative projects will 
shortly produce a narrow range of values for the social discount rate 
consistent with these choices. From that point on the project analysed can 
point out to planners which are the values consistent with their choices 
and through a combination of revealed preferences and dialogue establish 
a discount rate for future projects, 

little-Mirrlees, on the other hand, actually attempt to estimate a 
value for the social rate of discount. Earlier in this section, it was noted 
that they use the consumption rate of interest (social rate of discount) 
only in evaluating the foregone investment possibilitiies associated vri.th 
the wage bill in order to determine the appropriate shadow price of labour. 

They argue, that a weighted sum of the growth of wage earners' 
consumption and the growth of rural consumption levels with weights of 1/2 
to 3/4 for the first, and 2 to 3 for the second, is a good approximation, 
with perhaps an additional 2 to 3 per cant for government time preference: 

/This, if 
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Thisj if wage earners' consumption per capita is growing at 1,8 per cent 
and social consumption per capita is grô /dng at«48 per cent, with^weights 2 
of 2/3 for the first and 3 for the second, the weighted sum is l.S x ̂  + 

X 3 - 1.2 + 1.4 2,6 per cent. The addition of government time 
preference of 2.4 per cent wpuld yield a discount rate of about 5 per cent. 

How the authors of the OECD Manual (30) feel that these weights, 
which are equivalent to the absolute values of Marglin elasticity of per 
capita consumption, can be assigned a value is not completely clear. 
In any case, Marglin's approach t- the use of sensitivity analysis to 
provide planners with a range of values and, consequently, encourage them 
to consider well the implication of their choices - avoids making such 
heroic assumptions about the marginal utility of income. 

/V 
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The Shadow. Price of Labor 

Direct Opportunity Costs 
The direct social cost of labor of a givQi skill-level in a marginal 

project to the society is the marginal contribution of labor to output in 
the activity in which he would otherwise be employed» This is the 
opportunity cost of labor in the project to be considered and it is this 
which is estimated as the shadow or accounting price of labor. Usually 
only unskilled and semi-skilled labor is assumed to have an accounting 
price different from the market wage and it is with this type of labor 
that the following discussion will be concerned. 

Perhaps, the best-known case of shadow-pricing of labor was the 
investment cidteria which recoimended maximizing the output/capital ratio. 
This criteria assumes that capital is the only scarce factor^ and thus 
attributes to_labor, as well as to all other factors of production, and 
implicit shadow price of zero. The classic analysis of economic growth 
which made use of the explicit assumption of a zero shadow price of labor 
was made by W. Arthur lewis (29). There has subsequently gro^m up a very 
large literature vrtiich has arrived at a"consensus that the subject is not 
so simple. Harberger (19) whose ideas will be more fully explored later, 
points out that the labor force contains many sub-sections and that.labor 
drawn from different subsectors will have different shadow prices. In the 
controversy over the unlimited surplus labor model of Lewis, it was pointed 
out that the opportunity cost of supplying labor, formerly in the rui-al 
sector, to an urban project involves transfer costs and must, therefcrej, 
be positive even if marginal productivity it̂  agriculture is close to zevo, 
Thus, it is probably only rarely true that the marginal product in agriculture 
is zero. Recently, a sophisticated model of rural urban migration has been 
proposed by Todaro (39) in which the rate of flow of workers from the rural 
to the urban sector is itself a function of employmoit opportunities. If 
this model holds, the employment of one additional man in urban employment, 

/may entail 
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may entail not only the loss of his output in agriculture, but also the 
foregone outpüt of those additional men who ̂ consequently move from the 
rural to urban sector in search of work opportunities. 

In an important paper (19) Harberger has suggested a division of the 
labor force into three basic sector: (i) agriciiltural sector, (ii) non-
protected urban sector, (iii) proteqted urban sectors. A protected sector 
may be for example, one in which wages are high as a consequence of labor 
strength.due to: effective unions, public relations policy of foreign 'f' 
corporations, greater readiness of monopolistic industry to yield to 
pressure for higher wages which may be passed forward to the public in the 
form of higher prices, higher wage levels in state enterprise, or government 
minimum wage legislation. Harberger argues that unskilled labor in the non-
protected urban sector commands a wage that probably reflects its opportunity 
cost. This wage is higher than that in the rural sector because it reflects 
higher costs of living in the city and the costs of 1>ransfer„ It is this 
wage for an unskilled woiker ixi the unprotected wban sector which should 
be used in evaluating unskilled labor in the protected sector, 

Harberger argues that the hi^ market wage for skilled workers 
reflects the genxiine scarcity of such talent and, consequently, does reflect 
the opportunity cost of employment. 

In the rural sector, Harberger argues that freely contracted labor, 
particularly that of single men, probably represents their opportunity , 
cost. This assumes that minimum wage legislation,does not effectively 
cover this sector, which may not be a strong assumption. 

It has also been argued by Haveraan (23) that during swings of the 
business cycle, the shadow wage rate will change, in particular, that 
during periods of cyclical unemployment, the shadow wage falls to zero. 
It may be noted that the reserve price of labor, that is, the wage required 
by a worker to sacrifice leisure is seldom zero, so that this estimate 
is sxirely too low. Besides, the labor in a particular project must be 
evaluated carefully to determine which categories of labor are subject to 
unmployment of other than a frictional sort. For the purpose of project 

/analysis, however. 
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analysis, however, this effect can probably be ignored since fluctuations 
over the tijue horizon of the project may cancel out» 

Indirect Opportunity Costs 
Todaro (39) makes the point that the reduction of output in the rural 

sector is some multiple of the foregone production of the worker transferred 
from the rural to urban sector because of the added inducement for (others 
to migrate in search of more remunerative employment^ Todaro's model is 
fairly complex:; its parameters must be estimated for each country to which 
it is to be applied. Consequently, this effect has not been empirically 
verified, at least for Latin America, and is usually ignored in project 
analysis. 

The effect of the size of the wage bill in determining the investible 
surplus is not ignored, however. The indirect cost of labor consists in 
future consumption foregone due to reduced investment as a consequence of 
increasing the wage bill at the expense of the reinvestible siurplus, or 
return to capital. It is important to note that the introduction of this 
consideration not only assumes a difference in the marginal propensities 
to save between owners of capital and wage earners - an assumption which 
may be reasonable for some countries, especially vritiere state enterprises 
are important, but by no means for all countries but also that governments 
are not able to offset this differential through taxation or other tools 
of fiscal and monetary poî -icy, A conflict is thus posed between the rate of 
economic grovrth (which is higher, the larger is the investible surplus) on 
the one hand, and maximum employment, i^ich is eouivalent to maximum output 
or national inccane, on the other. This conflict is discussed quite well in 
K, Laski (28). 

In the long run, as laski summarizes the argument put forward by 
Galenson and Lebenstein, Dobb, Sen and others, the rate of growth is 
decisive. Maximization of surplus, i.e., the rate of growth, can be 
expected to licuidate surplus, labor more rapidly than maximization of 
national income. Furthermore, if real wages remain stable it can also be 
expected to give a higher level of aggregate and per capita consumption, 

/Laski takes 
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: Laski takes pains to poiiit out that this result applies only, in an 
econony in which all income, is in the form of wage, payments, that is, in 
a socialist country. In mixed enterprise economies, it is always 
theoretically possible to reduce the consumption of wealthier classes 
before reducing that of workers. 

Using a simple diagram, íaski shows how lower level of income (A) 
in time zero, will lead to higher levels of income after time 1, because 
of the higher growth rate made possible by thé reduction in potential 
income (B) to actual income (A). 

Figure 1 
Effect of Alternative Technologies on the Growth Rate 

1 + r (MAX) 
- 1,+ r . .. 

/He then 
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He then goes on to argue, however, that the time interval between 
0 an 1 may be quite long. One reason is that an econony starts with a 
given degree of capital intensity. The old techniques are yielding an 
investment fund as well as the newest techniques. During the transition 
period to a more capital-intensive econon^, the grovfth rate may even fall 
since the initial investmont fund derived from the old production 
techniques is being invested in more capital-intensive technique which 
jrield a .lower rate of return. Thus, some time will pass before the greater 
aggregate surplus offsets the decrease in the productivity of capital. If 
technical progresa occurs in both types of economics at the same rate, 
it will take even longer for the maximum surplus solution to yield higher 
income than the maximum employment version. 

An additional interesting point raised by Laski is that the problem 
as a technical one exists only in socialist economies, because in such 
economies there are no classes enjoyjjig disproportionately high incomes. 
In mixed economies, it is always technically possible to reduce the 
consumption of wealthier classes before reducing that of workers via h3.gh 
unemployment levels or general taxes. 

Nevertheless, if the government prefers to think that the rate of 
investment is dependent upon the degree of capital intensity of the project, 
then the reduction in investment and, consequently, future consumption, 
should be included in the shadow price of labor. 

Alternative Fomxilations • of the Shadow Price of Labor 
Both Little k Mirrlees in the OECD Manual (30), and Sen, Dasgupta 

and Marglin in the UNIDO Guidelines (45) include foregone investment as an 
indirect cost in the shadow price of labor, and both offset this cost by 
providing for the positive valuation of increased consumption ty workers. 
There are significant differences, however. One is that the OECD authors 
value everything in terms of government income converted into its foreign 
exchange equivalent. B^ond this choice of numeraire hovvever, the OECD 
authors present a much simpler but also much less comprehensive measure 
of the indirect costs and benefits of hiring additional workers than the 

/UNIDO authors. 
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UNIDO authors. If is less comprehensive in its treatment of indirect costs 
because it assumes the full difference between the "wage and the direct 
opportunity cost to be a reduction in investment, whereas the UNIDO authors 
incorporate savings propensities and the shadow price of investment. As far 
as benefits are concerned, the OECD authors ignore the effect on future 
employment, while the UNIDO authors incorporate this effect in their analysis. 

/- N inv (1 ~ s) + p s w (16) 

where y is the viage rate, s is the proportion saved by capitalists and 
inv p is the shadow price of investment previously derived in Section III, 
equation (9). The loss of consumption by capitalists is (1 - s)w and the 

inv 
reduction in investment evaluated at its shadow price is p swo Workers, 
however, gain consumption equal to w. Subtracting xv from equation (l6) 
yields - l)w as the indirect cost of labor» 

Adding this expression to the direct opportunity cost of labor, the 
marginal product in the sector from which labor is recruited, represented 
by z, we have the following formula for the total opportunity cost of labor: 

w^ = z + - l)w • (17) 
The preceding expression takes into account the direct and indirect 

costs of labor under numerous assumptions, one of which is that the sole 
objective is maximj.zation of the aggregate consumption stream. In order to 
incorporate a distinct employment objective, it is necessary only to add a 
third term reflecting the increment to workers consumption made possible by 

/hiring workers. 

8 

The Unido Formula V 
Viihen the assumption is made that the wage bill is financed from 

capitalist income, as in the case of government projects financed by 
taxation or when a more labor-intensive process is chqgen over a relatively 
capital-intensive one, then the aggregate consumption loss associated with 
the wage bill is 
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y 

hiring workers. The UIMIDO formula applies a distributional weight to. 
workers' consumption relative to total aggregate consumption, but values 
future workersconsumption (properly discounted) equally with present 
consumption. Thus> in considering the gain to workers, the loss of future 
consumption must be netted out. Toward this end, a term, p / is developed 
TiAiich represQits the discounted present value of a unit of future consumption 
foregone. 

Foregone income consists of two components: wage increments, (w - z)h, 
generated by each unit of investment plus investment increments evaluated 

wkr / \ wkr at the shadow price, p , of workers future consumption: s(y - wb)p , 
wki* 
p , then, equals the sum of these two components discounted by the social 
rate of discount, i. 

(w - z)b H- sir 
i 

(18) 

solviiig this expression for p 
wkr 

wkr. 

= (w " z)b 
i - s(y - wb) 

( 1 9 ) 

Now, the increment to present workers' consumption is w - z. The loss of 
wici* 

future consumption is sw p . That is, the increment which would have 
been invested, sw is evaluated at the shadow price of workers' consumption 
benefits arising from the stream of proceeds of one unit of additional 
investment. The net gain is thus 

w - z - sw p wkr Z + (s p^^^ - 1) w (20) 

to which a weight of v is applied, Ihis weight represents the value placed 
on the employment objective relative to total aggregate consumption. Weighting 
equation (2) v and subtracting from equation (17) yields our final shadow 
price of labor: 

* / inv ,X w s z + s(p - I J w + v f wkr , X z + (s p - 1; w (21) 

/It can 
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It can easily be seen that assigning a value of zero to v reduces 
equation (21) to equation (17) in which only the effects on aggregate 
consumption are considered. Contrary to appearances, the addition of the 
term v + (sp̂ '̂ - 1) w_y vdll reduce the value of wis-. This is true 
because the expression in brackets will tend to be negative as long as 
w, the market wage, is substantially greater than z, the direct opportunity ^ 
cost of unskilled labor. 

The OECD authors use as their unit of account the value of moamnitted ^ 
current government revenues converted into its foreign exchange equivalent. 
The LWIDO authors, on the other hand, employ aggregate consumption as their 
numeraire. Hence, the UNIDO authors speak of a shadow price for investment, 
p^^, while little-Mirrlees apply a shadovi price of consumption, 1/p^^, 
to convert consumption benefits to the value of investment foregone. They 
derive their formula as follows» 

The shadow wage of labor is composed of the marginal product of labor 
in the sector from which it is recruited plus the difference between the 
wage paid on the project and the marginal product offset the same 
increment multiplied by the inverse of the shadow price and investment. 
Taius, 

ŵ - = z + (w - z) - 1 (w - z) (22) 
inv P 

The first two terms represent the direct and indirect costs of 
installed laborí the loss of the marginal product is the. sector from 
which installed labor is assumed to have been drawn, and the difference 
bétween that amount and the actual wage which difference represents foregone 
investment. Offsetting these costs is the value of the increase in current 
consumption measured the value of investment which such a sum represents. 
The shadow price of investment, p^^, is, of course, the one derived in 
Section III under the subheading, "The OECD Formula". 

The chief differences in the two formulas other than the choice of 
numeraire and the time horizon are the following» As regards the indirect 
cost of labor, the UNIDO formula assiames the whole of the nominal wage to • 

/be a 
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be a transfer from capitalist income to workers consumption, and that 
only a part of capitalist income would have been invested. The OEGD 
authors, on the other hand, assume that.the full increment between the 
wage rate and the alternative marginal product is to be charged directly 
against investment. 

As regards the value of employment opportunities, the UNIDO authors 
take into account foregone future employment opportunities and use a 
flexible weight» The OECD authors, on the other hand, treat the increment 
of consumption income at its value in terms of investment as the gain 
without regard to future employment. Implicitly, they assign a weight 
of 1 to this increase in workers' income. On balance, the UNIK3 fonnula 
seems a more flexible one. 

A i 
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VI 

The Sha,dow Price of ForeiCT Exchange ; 

iJhen iiî jorted goods or domestic goods for which importable substitutes 
exist are inputs to a project^ it is,, of course, necessary to convert their HI 
price in foreign currency to domestic prices. The persistence of over-
valuation and the widespread use of tariffs, quantitative import restrictions, v 
export subsidies, etc. cause virtually all observers to agree that the 
official exchange rate is ah inappropriate measure of the socially relevant 
factor for converting foreign to domestic values. The candidates for 
shadow foreign exchange rates are, however, legion. No less than seven 
principal approaches have been identified in recent reviews of the subject 
by Guadagni (IS) and Sacha and Taylor (1), the principal features of which 
are presented in this section. These seven are the foUováng: (l) linear 
programiiáng estimates (2) general equilibrium calcülations (3) domestic 
cost of producing foreign exchange, (4) calculations of the effective rate 
of protection (5) the opportunity cost of foreign exchange (6) the little-
tarrless approach and (7) parity calculations. 

The linear programming approach consists in estimating production 
functions for the various activities of the economy, including esqjort and ^̂  
import activities at whatever level of disaggregation may be feasible. 
Combined with resource constraints and final doaand equations, the system 
can be solved for the "equilibrium prices" of all inputs and outputs. 
The foreign exchange prices thereby calculated take into aocount all the 
interactions of the modern economy. As Chenery argued in his book, (12) 
and as Bacha and Taylor emphasized in their recent review article, this 
approach is theoretically the most desirable, but typically altogether 
unfeasible in terms of both data availability, and the computational 
capacity of computers to solve models' sufficiently disaggregated to 
indicate the relative comparative advantage at the 3 or 4 digit level 
necessary for project analysis. Furthermore, the existence of quantitative 

/trade restrictions 
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trade restrictions and the timing of devaluations in response to a 
deteriorating trade balance pose special problems. A programming model of 
an economy engaged in world trade "woiild certainly have to include non-linear 
equations to incorporate the a,bove~mentioned featijres, reducing even 
further the feasibility of constructing a sufficiently realistic programming 
modelo 

The Bacha. and Taylor Equilibriviia Rate 
In the absence of the conditions necessary for the use of a piHsgramming 

model,,Bacha and Taylor argue for the calculation and use of an equilibrium 
exchange rate, that is, the rate which woiild prevail in a world vdth no 
in̂ jort or escport restrictions. They define this rate as that which would 
hold constant the current trade balance if all import and export subsidies 
were to be removed. 

In deriving their formula, Bacha and Taylor develop a singsle trade 
model in which each danand functions depends solely on the good's ovm 
prices Holding the balance of trade constant, the model is solved for 
the degî ee of revaluation required to offset the removal of all tra.de 
restrictions. Thus, the import and export elasticities (understood as 
refering to volume indices) represent goods which would enter into trade 
as well as those goods actually traded» Since the formula as developed 
from the simplified model is for one inqjort good and one export good, 
its generalization to a multiple product economy would require using 
weighted averages of elasticities where the weights viould reflect the 
appropriate shares in the escport and import bills expected to prevail in 
equilibrium. We siii5)ly present the final formula below. Its complete 
derivation may be fovind in Appendix III. 

/ (23) 

where q = D (1 + y Uc - E^) 

/Definitions of 
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Definitions of the other variables ere given in the Addendum. 
If X = = oo, vtóch mas'- very well be true for siriall countrieŝ  

the formula for q simplifies to 

q = D \ (25) 
/^m 

The chief cidticism vihich may be levelled against this approach is 
the normative use of the free trade assumption. It may properly be asked: 
if a substantial movement toward free trade is not envisaged mthin the 
planning horizon of the country in question, of what use is such a rate? 

Most other authors avoid the norma,tive assumption of equilibrim.-
This is true of the danand-oriented, opportunity-cost approaches of 
Harbergei* (22), Fontaine (l6) and Schydlowsky (35), as vrell as the 
Bruno (7, 9) and Kreuger (26, 29) domestic-cost-of~producing-foreign~ 
exchange modelo It is less true of the effective-rate~of~proteotion-
model applied by Bela. Balassa. 

The D."jno—Kreuger model Td.ll be presented nesct. Both this model 
and t};e •tíffecti\'e--ra.te~óf-protection approach have been used in project 
evaluations - the Bruno-Kreuger model by Israel, and the effecti.ve~rat.e-
of—protection model by the World Bank, 

The Domesbic Cost of Producing Foreign Exchange 
It is important to note, that the Bruno-íCreuger formula does not aim 

directly at calculating a shadoxij price of foreign exchange. Rather, by 
analyzing domestic cost of production, a ranking of commodities is obtained 
•which yields the order in which commodities coiild be profitably exported 
as the exchange i-ate rises. 

Begirming with an input-output model of the economy the prices of 
domestic goods are expressed in terras of domestic factor costs. An export 
sale will be profitable xvhen the net foreign exchange earnings multiplied 
by the exchange rate exceeds the domestic cost. The formula derived 
expresses this relation as the ratio betiveen total domestic value added 
and net foreign exchange earnings. Net foreign exchange earnings are 
equal to the sales price minus foreign exchange costs of production, 

/This ratio 
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This ratio provides a means of ranking goods in the order of their 
foreign exchange profitability. If this ratio is less than the eccchange 
rate, eccporting tdll be profitable. The higher the exchange rate, the 
more goods vdll meet the profitability criteria. This method yields no 
infoitiation on xjhat the exchange rate should be, although applying the 
formula to marginal import-substitution projects may provide a lower 
limit on what planners believe the rate to be, idiile marginal export 
projects may provide an upper limit. This is so because the infant-industry 
argument for establishing import~competiting projects implies a higher 
shadow price of foreign exchange to be profitable than does an e:;cport 
project. If planners approve an export project, i, and an import competiting 
project, j, aiid if the shadovi escchange rates necessary for profitability 

•5C- re-
are R. Ji, R., then by implicación of the planners decision, the actual 3 X 
shadow price may be assumed to lie between these tiío rates- Their formula is 

f . V -Í- a- -P-

r.. — m. 
3 3 

Ebcport sale of a. product xvill be profitable if C Re If R, the 
official exchange rate, is not considered to be a valid criteria, a shadow 

"is* 
price of foreign e-̂ c-ihange, R , may be used instead. Indeed, by letting 
R vary it is possible to ranlc goods in the order in which they would 
become competitive as the exchange rate rises. 

In the case where the intermediate goods, aij, of the preceding 
formula are imports, the formula takes the follotrdng form: 

'¡r 
c = 

• f . o V 
^ ^̂  " (27) 

^̂  j ~ ̂ j 
where f . represents the direct and indirect inputs of primary factor's per s J 
unit of output and m. represents the direct and indirect foreign e^cchange 

J 
costs per unit of output» 

/This approach 
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This approach has been criticized by Balassa and Schydlov/slcy (5) 
who point out that projects using highly protected domestic inputs -will 
be discilminated against. An eixample may make the strength of their 
argment apparent. 

Let us consider tvjo goods, A and B, \iiliich require the same labor 
inputs, the same value of non-tradeables and vAixch sell for the same 
\iorld price. They differ only in that A uses a highly protected domestic 
input •while B uses an imported input, ilovf let iss. assume that the value . 
Of the highly protected input used t̂jr A viould have the same value - if 
imported - as the imported input used by B, In this case, A mil appear, 
to be less profitable in producing foreign escchange than B when, in fact, 
they are both equally efficient. If now, the .highly protected input were 
evaluated at world prices and treated as a foreign exchange cost, the two 
projects would show the same value for C. Actual practitioners, in fact, do 
revalue such domestic inputs when it seems reasonable to envisage trade 
überalizat.ion for the input in question. If all tradeable inputs are 
valued vj.-̂. 'i.d prices, the resxiLtant ranking Tdll be identical to one 
rest-u-ting from calculati.ng effective rates of protection. 

The Effective Rate of Protection 
The effective rate of protection is that e:cchange rate at which a 

product would beccrnS coü̂ aetitive if all tradeable material inputs were 
valued at world prices. like the Bruno-Kreuger method, the resialtant 
ranking carries no implication for the "correct" foreign exchar^e rate» 
An effective rate of protection, H. , is calculated for each product, as 

• ̂  . -li-the ratio between the value added at prevailing domestic prices. P., 
and the value added when output and tradeable inputs are valued at world 
prices, , Their formula, then, is 

H.-P^/i?^' (28) 

/where P^ » 
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>diereP%P. - ̂  aji P. and ^ ^ = - g aji ^^ 

Aside from the well-loiovin pi'oblem of the introduction.of biases 
from the use'of fi:::ed input-output coefficients, the principal objection 
to both the effective~rate~of-protection approach and the domestic-cost-
of-producing-foreign-exchange evaluation is that neither produces a 
shadow price of foreign exchange. The strength of these approaches^ on 
the other hand, is their analysis of supply ̂ daich makes it possible to 
rank products according to their comparative advantage» This is, of course, 
useful if project analysts are choosing among alternative export-earning 
projects. Even then, the analysis is static and, consecuently, not well-
s\d.ted for evaluating the long-term advantages to a country of developing 
certain branches of industry. Application of this approach xidthdn a given 
branch of industry at the product level might be somevjhat less objectionable. 

The HarberRar-Schydlowsky-Fontaine Shadow Price 
I'i have just considered two approaches which analyze foreign ecchange 

rates from the point of view of production. In the social-opporturáty-cost 
version proposed in several variants by Harberger, Schydlowsky and Fontaine 
a model is presented in which the foreign exchange effects of a project 
are evaluated in t^ms of changes in aggregate output. In other words, 
these sirphors utilize a model in which,aggregate output is maximized. Theirs 
is, thvis, a consumption-oriented model. Furthermore, their model considers 
marginal changes for traded goods, talcing into account tariffs, but not. 
the possibility of relaxing qua,ntitative restrictions on trade. It may, 
thus, be considered a partial equilibrium construct as opposed to the 
Ba,cha. and Taylor general equilibrium formula presented earlier® 

Their formula is as follov/s: 

_ R (1-̂  T^) E^ - R (1 ̂  T"̂ ) ^ (29) R 
- ^ m 

where the definitions of variables may be found in the Addendum, 

/It may 
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It may easily be seen that if the price elasticity of the supply 
of ecxports is zero^ i.e., E =0, then 

R = R (1 = T ) (30) 

Formula (29) was derived for one export commodity and one import 
commodity. The formula may be generalized a,s follows: 

r ' - R ^ (1-̂  t p ^ E . - ^ (1+ (31) 

The social value of foreign ejcchange, as calculated by this formula, 
•will be some magnitude in between the official rete and the "equj-librium 
rate" of Bacha and Taylor» 

The Schydlowsky version, as presented by Guada,gni (10), is the 
f oll.omng: 

- H R (1 ̂  . (32) 
i-

. This is obviously a generalization to many commodibies of equation 
(30), but where the weights are derived from the marginal import bill 
rather than the -üg-, 

Uee of this formula td.ll, in general, lead to a higher rate than 
the full formula. 

The UNIDO Formula, 
In the TOJIDO GuideI3.nes (45), the authors propose as a shadow price 

of foreign exchange, the weighted ayerage of market clearing (domestic) 
prices to foreign prices (c.i.f.) converted at the official exchange rate 
where the weiglits are the shares in the marginal import bill,. Actually,-
their shadow price is ê qjressed as a pr^áum added to domestic currency 
used to purchase imports which is a somevihat different usî ge than that 
followed by other others® In what follows their formula, has been recast 

/so that 
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'í5 

7r 
SO that R represents the social cost in domestic currency of one unit 
of foreign exchange. 

E (33) 

MOW, if P. = + (c.i.f.) (34) 

r. 
Ue have (1 + tf) R = (35) 

^ î i (c.i.f.) 

and R = R (1 + tp ^ " m ^̂ ^̂  

which is the same as the Schydlowsky formitLâ  equation (32), 
These authors argue that what is relevant in project analysis is 

the alternative, uses to which foreign exchange is likely to be put,, not 
how it mght be used in a world of free trade | they thus aigue that the 
search for equilibria rates is Utopian̂ , and prefer to measure the value 
of foreign exchange accord:.ng to the uses to which it is currently put. 

If certain goods are rationed, so that a market clearing price is 
unavailable, the UiJIDO authors suggest excluding these items and reweighting 
the included items .̂o that ^ ^i , 

i 
Implicit in their procedure, the UICEDO authors argus, is that increases 

in imports are net additions to supplies; if not, substitution would be 
taking place and, ultimately, other domestic resoiu?ces would become available 
and this would justify a different price ratio» For capital goods, however, 
such a.n assumption xvould imply that net additions to capital goods depends 
on foreign exchange. These authors feel, however, that net additions to 
capital goods depend on the marginal savings rate. Thus to include capital 
goods in the marginal import bill is, for î urposes of analyzing the value of 
foreign exchange in a developing economy illusory. Their foreign exchange 
calculation is thus limited to consumer goods and intermediate goods used 
in the production of consumer goods. 

/Their argument 
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Their cirgument at this point is subject to the follovjins criticisms. 
Investment does not consist solelj'' in importables, or impoi'ts. Infra structure, 
for example, is highly intensive in domestic inputs. Horeover, ..machines of 
specific type very likely are net additions to stocks.;; i-Mle it may be 
true that the aggregate value of capital goods shoiild not be taken as net 
additions to total capital, it does not follow that- imports of specific 
machines may not nevertheless, be net additions to macliinery of that type. 
One covild equally well argue that imports of consiimer goods are not net 
additions to total consumption, because the value of consumption is deteraiined 
by social poHcy, and not by foreign e:cchange constraints. This review 
viould thus contend that investment goods not be excluded from a, calculation > 
of the UOTDO type. 

Bocha and Taylor levy three basic criticisms at the Karberger-Fontaijie-
Schydlowsky approach, and pro tanto, at the UNIDO authors, ;-jhose work was 
not then published» (l) Only marginal changes for traded goods are considered 
in a, situation where import quota.3 and prohibitions are often more important 
than siiiple tariffs= Consequently, the approach takes for granted the 
established positions of highly protected domestic industries and fails 
to consider the effects of removing qi:iantitative protective measures in 
these industries» (2) Differences in cost structiires in the domestic 
economy ajid the wor.'A m-.rket are not considered, so there is no e:q)licit 
attertr.cn paid to comparative advanta,ge9 (3) One is accepting a, good deal 
on faith about the state of the economy and the validity of consumers 
preference in using changes in measured national income as a welfare 
criteria in the derivation of the formula (Appendix III). 

In rejoinder it may be pointed out w-th respect to (1) that in a 
choice between alternative techniques, one is dealing with marginal changes 
in which the effect of trade restrictions vail be invariant to the choice 
in question, 'ath respect to (2), for the purpose of project anal;'"sis, 
the proper costing of foreign exchange inputs is the relevant factor, not 
Tíiáiich of several products has comparative advantage, although comparative 
advantage will be reflected in the over-all rate of return. In any case 
choice of techniques is to be made independent of coM̂ jarative advantage. 

/The OECD 
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The QEGD (little-Itoless) Method 
All of the preceding approaches have proceeded from the point of view 

of the domestic economy and have used domestic currency as the unit of 
account. The little-lürrless method, on the other hand, takes the opposite 
approach and recommends using foreign (border) prices to evaluate a.ll the 
inputs of the investment project. 

Their method consists basically in the following steps: 
lo Value all tradeable inputs at their c.i.f, prices® 
2o Decompose non-tradeables into tradeables and the primary factor (labova?), 
3o Eivaluate the tradeables in (2) as in (1), 
4= Evaluate labour in terms of the foreign exchange cost of the avera:ge. 

basket of goods consumed by \íorkers' families. 
5= IJhere the evaluation of non-tradeable involves many small quantities 

of items, use a standard conversion factor» 
6, Value tradeable outputs at their f.o.b. prices. 

Their standard conversion factor referred to in step 5 is not comparable 
to any of the methods previously considered. It consisted in follováng 
steps 1-4 for a -vide range of "representative commodities"a This w3.11 yieJd 
accounting prices in foreign ejcchange for a selection of tradeable and 
nonr-tra,dea,ble goods. The authors then siiggest calculating a siii5)le average 
of the ratios of tb-í̂ e accounting prices to their actual c,i,f« prices in 
forei.gn currency. 

Among the criticisms of this approach are implicit assmptions of 
perfectly elastic supply and demand elasticities for imports and exports. 
Thus Ktien' the domestic opportunity costs of supplying additional foreign 
exchange increase liith the quantity of foreign e:::change earned, such costs 
are understated by the Little-IiLrrl.ess approach as was emphasized by l'-üshan 
(33). Some attention is paid, however, to foreseen declines in export 
prices. Heather Joshi (24) has pointed out that the existence of substantial 
excess capacity, inelastic external markets, government intervention, and 
poor internal market integration - all conditions which prevail to greater 

/or lesser 
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or lesser degree in most developing coujntries - substantially increase the 
category of' non-traded inputs.; For this est ego ry the. theoretical recommarii-. 
dstion of Little-ijxrrless to deconQsose these into tradeables and non-tradeables 
is generally iznfeasible and, consequently, considerable reliance jmist be 
placed on the standard conversion factor, their presentation of which is 
not bolstered by theoretical arguments of the cogency xmderlying the other 
methods revievied. 

Parity Exchange Rutes 
Finally, a word about parity rates váll conclude this enumeration of-

approaches to the shadow pricing of foreign exchange. Suggested for use 
in project analysis by ECLA (Z^) as early as 1955> parity rates represented 
a methodological advance over the previous standard procedure cf ignoring 
the possibility of distorted exchange rates in project evalviation. There 
are two variants of parity rates: 
(1) the first calculates the exchange rate required to equate the price 

cf a ̂ vell-deflned basket of consvmption goods¿ 
(2) the second uses the, movement of price indices to "reestablish" 

equilibritim I'ates assumed to have prevailed at some point in tiiaê  
The first variant is useful for comparing consvimer welfare in different ' ' 
countries, but since it includes services, prices of which are not equalized 
by trade, the parity retc-a give no guide to the allocation of resources. 
Balassa (4) has shown that, since tho prices of services are roughly correlated 
with per capita income, parity rates converge toward eqxailibrium rates as 
per capita incomes approach one another. Thus the divergence of parity • 
rates from eoxiilibrium rates is greatest when comparing countries Of high 
per capita incomes with countries of low per capita, incomes. 

As for the second use of parity rates, namely, to adjust tiae equilibrium 
exchange rate established for one period for subsequent periods by using 
price indices requires rather strict assumptions, violations of which are 
inore likely in the long run than the short run. Thus, if equilibriimi rates 
were known for one year, parity adjustments might be close enough for a 
period up to five years. 

/Conclusion 
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Conclusion 

Of the several procedures proposed for dealing vdth obviously 
misleading exchange retes, the partial eqijilibrium formulas of the Harberger-
Schydlowslcy-Fontaine variety seen the most practical to apply^ and for this 

^ reason can be recomnended. On theoretical grounds alone, it is difficult 
to choose between the partial and general equilibrium approaches. This 

K must be largely a matter of judgment. If an egjort project is being 
considered and it is necessary to analyze the project from the standpoint 
of comparative advantage, then a modified Bruno-ííreuger axialysis could be 
applied using the H.S.F, shadow price as the cut-off rate of foreign exchange. 

An 
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Additional Complications 

In this section two complications are dealt, vd.th in the application of 
cost-benefit analysis to the problem of choice of techniaues. The first 
complication arises from slight differences in the output of alternative designs 
differences sufficiently small that, in a certain sense, the outputs are 
regarded as close but not perfect substitutes, A related problem is when 
is joint produétien taking place', i. e., alternative A produces an output 
Za X^ + ^ ^ alternative B produces an output Z^ = X^ where 

I • ' • . 
Xĵ  s of the two alternatives are identical, but alternative A produces 
some X^ in addition. The second complication consists in the correct use 
of certain types of engineering data v/hen different machina configurations 
are involved in the choice of technique» 
Lack of Homogenity of Output 

It may sometimes happen that when alternative production processes 
are considered their outputs are not exactly similar. For instance, the 
type of fabric produced by a textile mill of a given technology may be of 
a coarser grade than thî o produced by anvther, raore advanced process» If 
this is the case, and the analyst still wishes to regard the two alternatives 
as'mutually exclusive, the project's outputs should be evaluated in value 
terms using market prices v;hich should reflect the relative superiority 
of the finer product. In this situation it would be possible for the 
government to assign a smaller price differential to the pair of products 
than that given by the market if it felt competent to overrule the apparent. 
preferences of consumers. If the products are near enough to one another, 
i. e., if the elasticity of price substitution is "high enough" in the 
judgement of the planner, then the problem may be considered ono of choice' 
of techniques although, strictly speaking, if the elasticity of substitution 
is less than infinite, one shoiild speak of alternative projects rather 
than alternative techniquesi 

/Another way 
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Another way in which lack of homogeneity may appear is when joint 
production is involved. For instance, it might be argued that in addition 
to providing a certain product, the use of a more advanced technology 
might result in valuable on-the-job-trainingo If this is considered to 
be the case, an attempt might be made ta quantify the value of the training 
involved, for instance, by estimating the number of men who would benefit 
and evaluating the training at the cost which would be incurred by sending 
them to a technical institute in their own or in another country. Once 
this is done, the two alternatives may be regarded as alternative projects 
in-which the benefits have one element in common, the marketable product, 
but the more technologically sophisticated alternative includes, as an 
additional benefit, the value of the traJjiing provided. Admittedly, this 
element vdll be difficult to evaluate to monetary terms, but reference 
to alternative ways of providing the training couI.d be helpful in making 
such an evaluation. Some estimate must be made, however, if a valid 
comparison of the alternatives is to be madeo 

The Use of Bngjjaeerjjig Data 

A major difficulty in comparing alternative technologies is the 
detailed nature of the data required for a complete evaluation. Boon (6) 
has shorn, that f:::* liglit manufacturing processes, it is of considerable 
importance to have such engineering data as; time reqtiired to set a machine 
for a production run, the direct machine time required to produce the 
product, and the lot size of production. These data are shown to be 
important because setting time and piece time require labour of different 
skill levels ctid these two elenents vary systsnatically with the degree 
ef mechanization - setting times increasing and piece times decreasing, 
Futhermore, the setting time per unit output varies inversely with the 
size of the production run. Fixed costs per unit also vary with the 
production run since longer production rxins save setting time and in 
increase the volume of production thus leading to lower production costs 
per unit, 

/Since different 
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. Since different technological alternatives usually have different 
capacity outputs, it may be necessary to have several identical machine 
units ©f a lésser degree of mechanj.zation to produce the same output as 
a more advanced machine with a larger capacity output. Since capacity 
output is a function of production time, data on setting time and piece 
.time are necessary to determine the number of machine iinits required for 
a given output. The foUovring cost fmction embodying these considerations 
was developed by Boon (6). 

t_ = F . c + (a^ . h^ + a2 . h^) U (31) 
n 

where 

c = S C1lL±Z?) • (38) 
k . K 

Total costs tj, equal the sum of fixed and variable costs» Fixed 
costs, Fg is the product of the cost per machine and the number ©f machines 
required. The number of machines required is in turn calculated as the 
product of the total daily output required and the total time required per 
unit of output diAd-ded by the total .amount of time spent in production» 

Variable COÓVS per unit of output equal the cost of setting time plus 
direct machine tlmo,> The cost of the setting time equals the setting time 
per production run â ,̂ divided by the size of the production run, multiplied 
by the wage rate of the operative h^. The cost of the direct machine time 
is simply equal to.the product af the machine time per unit of output and 
the wage rate of the operative, ĥ e 

In his empirical studies, Boon found that relative prices of factors 
of production v/e.i-s important in determjjiing the optiiD.um technique of 
production when output levels are relatively low, BelvW a certain output 
range higher interest rates and lower wage costs increased the output range 
for which lower levels of mechanization were optimum. Above a certaá-n 
output range, changes in relative prices had little effect. As might have 
been anticipated, when production is relatively more homogeneous, so that 
production runs are longer, capacity output increases which favors the more 
highly mechanized technique, 

/The foregoing 
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The foregoing consideration should also en̂ Jhasize the necessity ®f 
having rather good.estimates of likely output levels over the lifetime of 
a projects In particular, it is of critical importance to know for how 
long excess capacity is likely to prevail if a highly mechardzed technique 
is chosen, the capacity output of which is eijpected to be larger than can 
be absorbed by the market initially. The alternative - smaller, less 
mechanized units of which multiplies may be required when demand escpands -
can only be evaluated properly if demand is adequately projected® 

/VIII 
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VIII 

App.l4.caiioñ of Cost Benefit Analysis to Choice of Technologieg 
in the Latin iunerican Textile Industry 

The. ECU Study 

The data for this example v/ere dra-m from a 1966 ECLil study ;(4G) 
Qja the choice of technologies in the Latin American textile industry® 
In their studj:' of integrated cotton mills five vintages of technologies 
were identifie-d; 1930> 1950, I960, 1965 and 1965 sxperijaentalo Of 
these five, the technologjr of 1930 was ignored because at the time of 
writing no organized markets existed for machines of this vintage. The 
1965 experimental technology'" was not considered for two reasons: smooth 
functioning of the machinerj'" coxxld not be guaranteed, especially in 
co\in-tries vrhere highly skilled labor is in short supplyj secondly, 
manufacturers were not willing to quote prices for many of their 
experimental machines. 

Three technolof!:ies irere ana-lyzed through .the device of designing 
three hypothetical plants each of which was assumed to use a technolo.̂ '-
of the Stime vintage in each of the 11 stages of production. In fact, it 
would have been possible to use any of the three technologies in each of 

3 

the eleven stages, so that for the plant as a v/hole 11 or 727, 147 
different combinations would have been possible: some characteristics 
of the three technologies shown are presented in Table 1, 

Table 2 presents some of the data of Table 1 as index numbers. The 
differences in capital per person employed rise by 30O per cent from k 
to Ce IJhile capital per metre of cloth rises by 15 per cent, labor 
per metre of cloth falls by 63 per cent. 

The average number of spindles for levels B and C was 15 000 and 
considerably less for level A, In each case the productive capacity was 
determined by the size of the machinery available in such a manner as to 
minimize idle capacity at each stage of the process. There is a steady 
increase in the volvime of output as one progresses from A the most labor^ 
intensive technique to, 0 the most capital-intensive technique. 

Aable 1 

V 
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Table 1 

DATA FOR IIITEGRATSD COTTON MTLIS lil LATIH AÍÍSRICA 

Level A Level B Level C 

Capital investment (̂ 1 000) 4 453.3 5 658.5 .6 507.6 
í-ñrmber of spindles installed 13 600,0 15 200.0 U 800,0 
Number of looms installed 534.0 530.0 524.0 
Yarn output (tons p.a„) 2 265.0 2 643,0 2 895,0 
Cloth output (1 Ü00 metres) 16 800.0 19 600,0 21.500^0 
dumber eaiployed 668.0 446,0 315.0 
Cost of cloth (dollars per 1 000 
metres) a/ 176,0 156,; 149.0 
Heturn on investmeait ̂  (percentage) 28,1 32,6 33.3 

Source; SCUi, documentj E/CÍIo12/746Í (43)Í P« 44 
a/ Secluding any allowance for remuneration of the entrepreneiirial skills 

exercised and the capital invested, 
h/ Gross margin before tax., assuming cloth is sold at ̂ 250 per thousand 

metres» The return compares with an average interest rate for long-
term credits of 12 per cent. 

/Table 2 
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Table 2 

COIíPARISON OP rCSULTS OF DIFFEJtSiíT U m i B OF 
T3CHÍDI0GI lOTEGRATSD GQTTOII KILIB IN 

UTIN MmiCA 
(index numbers: 3.evel A = lOO) 

Level B Level C 

Cloth output p.a. 
Capital invested 
Capital per metre of cloth p»a» 
Capital per person employed • 
ilumber employed 
Wuniber employed per metre of cloth p.a, 
Cost of cloth per metre ^ 
Gross margin 

117 128 
127 146 
109 115 
190 310 
67 ,'47 
57 37 
92 89 
3i»7 174 

Souffle; As for table 1 
a/ ̂  See footnotes a/, ̂  to table 14 
Source (43)̂  p. 45. 

Saoh technique was designed to produce a single type of cotton, 
cloth, plain weave, 90 cm, wide, made of 18 count yarn, 20 threads per 
square cm, (both warp and woof). The sales price of the cloth was 
assumed to be ̂ 250» per thousand metres. 

Prices of iiiachinery were those prevailing in July 1965. Building 
costs were assuined to vaiy with the technique chosen because of differences 
in humidity control and air conditioning required. A permanent fund of 
working capital was assumed to be part of investment costs» 

Detai3.ed investment costs presented in th'e SCL̂ i document are given 
in Table 3, Under the heading of fixed investmerrb, items C and D were 
added to. B for the cost benefit analysis, and this sum is assumed to 

/represent the 
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represent the foreign exchange costs of installed machinery. Item F was 
excluded in oior analysis under an assumption that investment is made 
instantaneously in year zero. All other items were considered to be costs 
in domestic currency. 

Table 3 

TOTAL INVESTIGIÍT riSQUIPJÜlíáliTS FOR 3ACH PRODUCTION HYPOTIiSSIS 

(Dollars) 

Item Level A Level B Level C 

I o Fixed investment 3 992 780 5 136 792 5 942 273 
kc Buildings and ancillary 

fittings a/ 922 090 96.?. 720 1 108 190 
Bo Equipment ^ 2 170 602 2 987 102 3 459 942 
Co Freight and insurance c/ 217 060 298 710 • 345 994 
J}̂  Installation cost d/ 90 675 126 185 146 573 
Bi Pre~operational costs ^ 102 012 131 241 151 821 
F. Interest payments during 

construction period ^ 490 341 630 834 729 753 
II, Working capital 460 560 521 750 565 360 

Ab Permanent stock of 
working capital £/ 460 560 • 521 750 565 360 

III, Total investment 4 453 340 5 658 542 6 507 633 

Sourcet p« 64 

a/ See Table I. 
y See Table H, 
£/ 10 per cent of the total valiie of the equipment» 
^ 5 per cent of the value of the basic equipuent (see Table H), 
e/ 3 per cent of the value of the fixed assets. 
f/ 12 per cent yearl?- on items A to E, for a period of 14 months. 
g/ See Table J. 

/Under the 
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Under the heading of vrorking capital;, detailed in Table k, it wag 
assmed that domestic labor acco^mted for 25 per cent, 15 per cent, amd 10 
per cent of the costs of items II and IH, for techniques A, B, C. 
respectively. These were rougliljr the percentages of variable labor to 
total variable costs. This amount plus the minimum cash supply were 
assumed to be domestic resources. 

Table 4 

ÉSTEÍATED MliíIHÜM ̂ mKIK T CAPITAL KEEDED FOTi MILL OPSflATION 

(Dollars) 

Item Level A Level B Level C 

I. ' Minimum stock of raw cotton 274 000 319 600 350 150 
II. Material in course of processing 83 220 83 950 86 640 
III. Stock of finished products 41 610 41 970 43 320 

Stock of spare parts and 
ancillary materials 36 270 50 470 58 630 

V. Minimum cash supply 25 460 25 760 26 620 

Total working capital 460 560 521. 750 ¿áLléo 

Bases of estimates; I. Two months' production supply 
II. Ten days' production supply at cost of raw-

material and labour (including social security 
charges). 

III. Five days' production at cost of raw material 
and labour (including social security charges). 

IV. 2 per cent of the value of the basic equipment, 
V, 1 per cent of the annual cost of raw material 

fJid labour (including social security charges). 
Source: (40), p. 63. 
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Table 5 presents the ECLA breakdô 'Jn of annual production costs. 
In our analysis labour costs were assumed to include social security-
costs» From Table I of the EOLA study it was possible to distinguish 
between unskilled and semi-̂ skilled labour on the one hand, and skilled 
and administrative labour on the other hand. 

Since operation at full capacity output was assumed in our analysis, 
it was not necessary to make a distinction between fixed and variable 
capital. 

Maintenance, overhead, ancillary materials, electric power, water 
and steam, and sales expenditures were all assumed to be domestic 
materials. 

Depreciation and interest were not included as costs» 'le accepted 
the assumption of the SOLA study that the machinery would have zero value 
after a lifetime of 15 years, but that buildijigs have a lifetime of 40 
years« Hence they retain 25/40 of their value at the end of 15 years. 
Since the full investment is taken as a cost, and benefits are discounted 
by the social rate of discount rate, it was not appropriate to include 
interest under the heading of operating costs in our analysis, Depreciation 
is really part of surplus earmarked for replacing capital; thî.s we elinainate 
this item from operating costs as well. 

Raw material was assvuned to be a foreign exchange cost. In the 
ECLA, study it vras assumed to be of the SertSo type prc.luced in Brazil 
with a staple length of 28'imi. sold at the c.i.f, Liverpool price of 
60 dollars per kg.j adjusted for wastage, the real cost of \ising cotton 
was set at ,664 dollars per kg. 

'Tne ECLfi studj", using free exchange rates, found little variation 
in labour costs among countries. They assumed hourly wages of ̂ <>25, 

and ̂ ,75 for unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, unit supervisory 
labour plus 40 per cent for social security and.20 per cent for third 
shift work. The third shift was also assumed to operate 7 hours instead 
of 8 so production v/as considered to absorb 23 hoiirs per day. The number 
of working days in a year were set at 300, 

/Table 9 
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The conclusion of the BGLA stucljr was that the intermediate technique 
B.might be the.preferred technique. The most labour-intensive technique 
A, it was felt, offered too small of a reinvestment surplus and woiild thus 
lower the rate of growth, iUso the authors felt that there were risks 
associated with adopting techracjues cis obsolete as A. On the other hand, 
C, the most advanced technique was felt to sacrifice too much employment 
for an only slightly higher reinvestment surplus than B, As will be seen 
in the cost-benefit analysis, this conclusion holds true under certain 
assumptions about the size of the country, the degree of overvaluation 
of the currency, whether or not the raw material is produced -vd-thin the 
coimtry the nature of the capital goods industry, the relative weights 
to be attached to employment creation and economic growth, whether or 
not aggregate investment is assumed to be a function of choice of technique, 
and the social rate of discount. 

The project is assumed in the cost-benefit to be wholly financed 
within the private sector. Hence, the cost of investment is not adjusted 
as :.t would have to be if the project were placed in the public sector at 
the cost of displacing investment in the private sector. 

The project is further assumed to be an import substituting one. 
Hence the value of output represents foreign exchange savings while 
foreign exchange components of investment and operating capital are 
regarded as costs. It is also assumed that the propensities to reinvest 
and the rate of return on such reinvestments is considered to be the 
same for both,the pSrivate and public sectors. Hence, the loss by the 
government of tai'iff revenue is assmed to be transferred to the private 

the form of higher prices and to have no net impact on the 
rate of growth. 

/Nacional Economic 
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National Econoaác Profitability , 

In BiDst, if not all, Lstin American countries the objective of 
increasing employment vieighs heavily among the objectives of government 
planners along with the rate of ̂ ovith of per capita GÍSP, As has been 
argued earlier, these are siso the txío most relevant considerations in 
evaltisting alternative techniques since other .objectives which may weigh 
heavily in the planning process ere met by a decision to invest in a, certain ¡̂  
sector of the econoaiiy, i.e., in a certain product, or to'locate the site 
of production in a certain region of the country,. Once these decisions 
have been made, the question of technique still remains.. In fact, evaluation 
should proceed the other way round. Given an optimal technique for each 
feasible product, one then must choose among competing products within and 
among economic sectors and then d,©cide where to locate the project. 

Consequently, the tecniques of cost-benefit analysis .will be . 
illustrated in this exaĉ ile taking into account the dual objectives of 
increasing employment and of maximizing the rate of economic growth. 
Assumptions vihich it is hoped are reasonable onep, will be used to assign 
values to those parameters which, in principles are measurable!, 

These will include all parameters .but two, namely, the social rate of 
discount and the vreight to be assigned to the employment objective® This 
weight is actually the weight attached to employment relutive to the weight 
attached to the grox-rth objective vMch will be set, equal to 1, 

Since overvaluation of the cxm-ency is assumed and since the market 
wage for unskilled and eemi-sidLlled labor is assumed not to reflect its 
opportun3..ty cost, we must distinguish among these and dpmestic inputs other 
than unsldlled or semi~skilled labor. This has been done in Tables 6 and 7. .. 

Foreign Exchang;e Savin/; 
It is assumed that the direct benefits of the textile mill, i.e., the 

market value of the cloth provided, xvill replace iiî oorts of this commodity. 
Naturally, the foreigi exchange costs include the. purchase of machinery, 
the foreign exchange con̂ jonerA of working capital, i.e., the value of raw 

/Table 9 
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material in inventory and goods in process and the value of raw material 
included in operating costs. At the termination of the project, the portion 
of working capital tied up in raw material will be recovered. 

These items are found in Table ó and 7. Net foreign exchange 
benefits at market prices discounted to the present are as follows frcan 
Table 7: 
F » (1) - (2-a) ~ (>a) - (4-a) + (5-a) (1) 

line 2 of Table 9 shows these values of F for altê natî '•es A| B and C at 
various rates of discount. 

Unskilled labor 
Aside from foreign exchange costs, wages of unskilled labor represents 

the other cost -which will have to be evaluated at shadow prices. Offsetting 
the cost factor vrill be the positive weight attached to the net benefits of 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers hired. 

The xmskilled labor component consists of unskilled labor used in 
construction and in productions lines 2~d and 4-c in Tables 1 and 2. line 3 
of Table 9 shows the outlays to unskilled labor* properly discounted as the 
sum of 2-d and 4-c of Table 7. 

L « -(2-d) - (4-c) (2) 
As a cost element, these outlays take a negative sign» 

Methodology of the Evaluation of Ag^re^ate Consijmption Benefits 

Iferket Prices 
To evaluate the net aggre'̂ ate-consumption benefits the alternative 

techniques will first be appraised at market prices. This first approximation 
vail then be adjusted by replacing the market prices of foreign exchange and 
of miskilled labor with their shadow prices. Finally, this second 

a 

approximation will be adjusted for the reinvestment pi-opjensities of the 
different beneficiaries of the project to yield the fjjial approximation to 
aggregate-consumption benefits. 

/Table 7 
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The net present value of the aggregate-consiimption benefits at 
market pi-ices is given bj the sum of benefits and (negative) costs detailed 
in Table This sum (ID) appears as the final line of Table'? and is 
repeated as line 1 of Table adjusted for the level of output of the 
three techniques 

IC = (1) ̂  (2) ~ (3) - (4) + (5) + (6) . (3) 
It my be immediately noted that at any rate of discount^ technique C 

will be preferred to B and teclmique B to technique A: Cj>B ^A» Also, the 
net benefits for any given technique decline as the social rate of discount 
is increased, 

Shadov; Prices for Foreigjn Exchange a,nd Unsld-lled Labor 
As \m.s mentioned earlier, it is assunied that the currency of the 

country is overvalued, Ilarket pi-ices assumed an official exchange rate 
of 10 pesos = 1 U.S. Dollar. For the purix>se of evaluating the foreign 
exchsnge projects we have assujued a premium of 0 to be applied to the 
foreign ejcchange costs and benefits of the project. 

Similarly, for unslcLUed. labor, a discount (a negative weight) 
has been used to adjust the wage bill. This weight is less s'.-:.'aight-
fori'iard than that to be attached to foreign ecxchange. Hidden behind this 
premiujn are the foUovdng factors: the direct opportunity cost of la,bor 
in sn alternative activity'- (assumed here to be the xmpr'̂ tected urban sector), 
the indirect cost of labor in terms of the stream of investment proceeds 
foregone, the increased consuEiption benefits of workers taking into account 
both present consuiiption benefits and future consumption benefits foregone 
as a resu3.t of the foregone investment; this last item is weighted by the 
premim attached to net consumption benefits. 

]/ As was shov/n in Table 1, the level of output varies fi-om one technique 
to another because of differences in the minimum optimal size for 
achieving econoiaies of scale in the respective techniques. Thus there 
is a problem of indivisibilities. For a country'- vath a sufficiently 
large market, however, this problem does not exist for if 10 plants 
of type A were established, the same level of output would be reached 
as with S plants of type G. -/e begin vdth the large market assumption 
(population more than 51 laillion) and multiply the net benefits at 
market prices of techniques A and B by 1,2S0 and 1.097 respectively 
to equalize their outputs with those of technique C, Later we vdll 
examine the small market case where indivisibilities cannot be overcome 
on the basis of the internal market size^ 

/This use 
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This use of net consumption benefits stands for the employment 
benefits, because these will only exist to the extent that the remuneration 
to workers exceeds their earnings in alternative activities. Hence, the 
net gain to workers is our measure of employment benefits. 

X is defined as follows: 
W* , J + 6 (pi"* - 1) W + V /Tz + (sf^ - 1) w j a ) 

; ^ = (p'" - " ^ t ( s ^ - i)7 (5) 

= w (1 + X ) (6) 
w"" = 1 X (7) 
w 
A w* - 1 (8) 

w 
+ s ( p ^ ^ - D + v / - J (9) 

w 
¿nv wici* 

VJe have seen in the text that both p and p depend upon the 
social rate of discount, which is to be regarded as an unknown. The weight 
to be attached to workers consumption benefits, v, is also to be regarded 
as an unknown. Hence A , the premium (negative) to be attached to the 
mar'.cet wage bill of uatskilled labor is a function of tvo unlaiovms, i, the 
social rate of discount and v, the employment weight. 

It should be intuitively clear, for given social rates of discount 
that as V increases, the most capital intensive process, C, will have a 
progressively smaller advantage over B, and at same point will yield less net 
benefit,--: then B, Similarly, as v increases still further, B, will at same 
point give way to A» 

The net benefits of the various alternatives are now expressed, 
using shadow prices or premivans for foreign exchange and unskilled labor 
in the following way: 

SC = MC + 0 F + X L. (10) 

/Correction for 
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Correction for_..Relny'estoent Propensities of DifiCerent Beneficiaries 
'V̂e have assumed that there is nc .difference betv/een'the reinvestaiont. 

propensities cf government and the private sector and that both sectors 
earn the same rate of return. The benefits that accrue to the goverment 

GP 
and private sector combined (SC ) are then equal to the net benefits of 
the project at market prices plus the additional benefits arising from 
applying the foreign eccchange-presLum: 

SC^^ MC + 0 F . (11) 
The benefits accruing to the workers evaluated at shadow prices arei 

(12) 
Since we assume that workers save nothing, no reinvestment accrues to 
their portion* Consequently, the net consumption benefits arising from 
SC^, C^/ is identical to SC^. 

For the government and private sectors combined, however, it is 
assumed that there is savings and reinvestment® flp Qp 

Thus, the net gains ax'ising from SG ' , C is repressed as follows: 

C® = ¿-(l-s) f s ^ V SC^^ -(13) 
Denoting the value of /."(l-s) as X, « C^^ ' X SC^^ (14) 
Since X is a function of i, it assumes a different vO-ue for each 
social rate of discount. 

• The final calculation of net aggregate consumption benefits is 
given by the following formula; 

C C^^ + C^ or, (15) 
C = X (MC + 0 F) + >.L (16) 
The values of v haye been identified as Vc, Vb, Va where Vc represents 

the lowest weight which resiilts in choosing alternative Cj Vb represents 
the lowest weight for which B will be chosen over Cj and Va represents the 
lowest weight for which A will be chosen over A, The set of "sydtching 
values" for the V's, of course, changes vdth the level of the social rate 
of discount, 

/Valúes of 
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Values of Par^eters 

Table 8 gives the va;lues of the rlationál parameters assuaied to hold 
for the evaluation of national economic profitability. 

Foreign Exchange Premium, 0 
Me assumed» for ease of ccmputation, a premium of.l to be attached 

to foreign- exchange earnings» Thus the ratio of domestic currency to the 
value of foreign exchange at the official rate is given by ^ « 

f T E T I W 
vrtiere D is one unit of domestic currency» F is one unit of foreign currency, 
R is the official exchange rate, and 0 is the premium attached to foreign 
exchange. We assume that the official exchange rate is 10 pesos to 1 U.S. 
dollar. The correct shadow price, then would be R = 10 (1+0) = 10 (1.1) = 11. 

As was indicated earlier, the shadow exchange rate can be estimated 
usiiig a weighted average of domestic market prices of importable to c.i.f. 
prices at the official exchange rate where the weights represent the share 
of the imported good in the marginal import bill. This is the formula, 
given on page of the text. 

Marginal Labor/Capital Ratio, b; Marginal Output/Capital Ratio y; and 
the KarRñnal Rate of Savings, s. 

The marginal output/capital ratio for the econony was assumed to be" .. 
somevAiat lower than that in technique A where the ratio of investment to 
employmont is $ 6 666 per man. We assumed a ratio of $ 5 000 per man 
arbitrarily. Given an exchange rate of 10., this meant 50 000 pesos per man 
or c00002 men per peso of investment. The value of the marginal output/ 
capital ratio was assumed to be 0.35 and the value of the marginal rate 
of savings was assumed to be 0,20, These values were of the order of 
magnitude used in the examples presented in the UNIDO Guidelines. If 
anything, they are on the low side and higher values would tend to favor 
even more capital-intensive over labor-intensive projects xmder the 
assumption that the rate of reinvestment is, to same extent, dependent 
upon project selection. 

/Table 9 
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Table 8 

V A U J E S OP miOML PiffUîTERS 

ütáffected 
by discount 

rate 
1Z% m 

Foreign exchange premium 
Marginal labor/capital ratio 

2 tlorgiml return on Iwestment 
5 Marginal pate of savings 

Shadow price of Investment 
a<ij'Jstinent 

P Present value of workers future 
oonsun^tlon 

X Unskilled labor pretiduja 
(large countries) 
.743 

12̂  

0,1 
0,00002 
0.35 
0,20 

Vo 
Vb 
Ya 

Vo 
Vb 
Va 

Vo 
Vb 
Va 

Vc 
Vb 
Va 

2.330 1.634 1.259 Ic0i4 .799 
1.266 1.127 1.052 1.003 .960 

2.053 1.440 1.109 .894 .704 

.746 
1.541 

-.954 
-.955 
-1,324 

Vo .017 
Vb ,01? 
Va ,492 

-.758 
-.759 

-1.037 

-.270 "i 
-.268 
,247 

.647 

.648 

.984 

Vo7 •-,4^ 
Vb -.453 
Va ,026 
Vo -.644 
Vb -.643 

-.556 
-.557 
-.890 

Va -,164 J 
(onall countries) 

Vo 4é90 

-.442 
-.443 
-,78o 

Vb 4.95 
Va 5.15 

Vo 2,50 
Vb 2,55 
Va 2.65 

1.55 
1,60 
1.90 
,95 

1,00 
1,30 

12̂  

20̂  

24̂  

2,880 
2.908 
3.001 

2.216 
2.245 
2,304 

1.836 
1 . 8 6 8 
2»O64 

1.534 
1.568 
1,777 

Vo 0.35 
Vb 0,40 
Va 0,76 

l.l4o. 
1.177 
1,441 

72-8-2140 
/Rie authors 
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The authors of the UNIDO Guidelines recommend the use of current 
5 year plans as the basis for estinates of these parameters if no better 
alternative studies exist and if it can be fairly assumed that the plan 
set realistic targets that is to say, if it is more than a mere propaganda 
documento Crude ratios may be made of incremental retained earnings to 
gross profits in the private sector, and of incremental investment to 
incremental expenditure in the public sector over the period of the plan. 

The Iferket Viage, vr, and the Î larglnal Productivity of Labor, 2 
It has been argued that the relevant opportunity cost of unskilled 

labor in the urban sector can be taken as equal to the average annvial 
earnings of an unskilled worker in the unprotected urban sector, We have 
assumed this wage» z» to be equal to one-eighth of the wage assumed paid 
in the textile industry in the ECLA study upon viiich this example is based. 
Their wage, w, equals $ 1 104,10 per year including social security payments 
and premium hight-shift pay on a 3OO day working year. One-eighth of this 
amount is $ 13S a year, or at 10 pesos to the dollar, 1 380 pesos per year. 
Since a recent study of ECIA on income distribution in latin iimerica shows 
a range of 4:1 to 10:1 for wages paid in manufacturing compared with self-
employed artisans, a ríitio of 8;1 does not seem an unreasonable assxjmption. 

Values of p^*^. )( and p^^ 
These are, respectively, the opportunity cost of one unit of 

investment taking into account reinvestment and savings rate, the reinvestment 
multiple of benefits accruing to the private sector, and the value of 
consumption foregone by workers in the future in consequence of an increase 
in consumption in the present. Bach of these parameters is calculated using 
the parameters already described plus the social rate of discount» 

p"^^ = (1-5) (y-wb) -f (w-z) b 
i -̂  s(y-wb) 

X = (1-5) 
wkr / \ , p = (w-z) b 

i-s (y-wb) 

/The Weight 
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The ̂ .'Jeight Attached to I'lorkers Consumption; Parameters X and v. 
The relationship of v to X has already been discussed. The formula 
Xitiv wki* 

requires knowledge of the correct values for ,b, y, s-, p •• and p • 
The latter two require a knowledge of the social rate of discoxmt, an 
unknown. Similarly, v itself is an unknown. The values of v and the 
corresponding values of X shown in Table 8 havb been calculated for 
various social rates of discount in such a way as to yield switching points 
between alternative techniques. 

/Table 9 
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Evaluation of the Alternatives 

Countries with Sufficiently Lar^e Markets 
Ihe data from Tables 8 and 9 have been used to produce figure 2 

which presaats graphically the elements for the sensitivity analysis. In 
this diagram, there are two loci, CB and BA each representing the possible 
combination of social rates of discount and values of v which form a boundary 
between regions in which one technique is preferred to the other two. Thus 
any combination which falls to the left of the CB boundary line implies 
that the socially most profitable alternative is technique C, the most 
capital-intensive technique. Similarly, any combination of social rates 
discount and values of v which fall to the right of boundary line CB, but 
to the left of boundary line BA, lie in the region where technique B is 
the optimal technique. Finally, points to the right of boundary, line BA 
fall in the region where A is the dominant technique 

As can be verified ffcaa Figure 2., for example, at a social rate of 
discount of 20 per cent, a value of v equal to -0,270 implies that G is 
the optimal technique. The aggregate social benefits for those values of 
V and i are given in line 15 and columns 7, 8 and 9 of Table 4 where the 
aggregate social benefits of C are sli^tly greater than those of B and 
substantially greater than those of A, 

The UNIDO authors suggest that evaluation ends Lyre, for the project 
euaalyst is generally not able to assign values to i and v since these are 
essentially political in consideration. In the previous appendix one of 
their examples was presented to show how a series of project evaluations 
could in an ever-narrowing range of values for the unknown parameters. 

It nir.y be recalled that the conclusion of the ECIA study, represoited 
in an UNIDO volume, was that B should be chosen since it "balanced" 
employment consideration with a concern for the rate of growth and the 
problem of obsolescence. If such a choice were made, the range of values 
for parameters i and v would be obviously jreducsd to those in the .3 region. 

With V as one of the taoknowns, however, our analysis may proceed a 
step further. It should be obvious that the shadow price of labour cannot 

/Figure 4 
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be lower than the direct opportxmity cost of labour in the unprotected urban 
sector. It may be greater because of the investment which -will be foregone 
as a consequence of an increase in the wage bill, and this cost may be 
offset by attaching siifficiently high weights of v to the consumption gains 
of workers. If it were lower, however, it would imply that aggregate output 
could be increased by shifting workers from the textile industiy to the 
unprotected urban sector. Put the other way, it would imply that sufficient 
weight be placed on employment in tóis industry to compensate for a reduction 
in output for the econony as a whole. This ¡seems pataitly unreasonable. 
Consequently, it is possible to solve for those values of v which equate 
the shadow wage, w , to the direct opportiaiity v;ost., z- Ihe locus of these 
values is given by w'̂  in Figure 2, ^ 

Any value of v which falls to the right of the locus implies that w -<1 z 
and is hence, unreasonably high. Since planners, by assumption, place a 
positive value on employment, v must be to the right of zero. The shaded 
region, then, includes the possible values of v for given interest rates. 
Sinus no part of this region lies in the zone where A is domi:.:ant, A is not a 
feasible choice. Whether or not B is preferred to C depends V'pon the values 
of the social rate of discount, i, and the employment weight, v. The rate of 
discount must be at least 13.7 per cent with a v weight of 3B, For rates 
of di.scount above 16 per cent, however, B would be prsferred to C regardless 
of the employment weight. As can be appreciated from an examination of 
Figure 2, the rate of discount is much more important than the employment 
weight is determining the choice of technique. 

l"ie have been assvmiing that the reinvestible surplus of the econongr 
is depei.'.ltínr, upon the choice of technique. If we relax that assumption by 
assuming that the government through appropiate fiscal policy can direct 
into investment as large a reinvestible suiplus as in considered optimal, 
then the shadow wage as given on p. , w is equal to z. The second term 
of the right hand side of the equation represents foregone investment due 
to the size of the wage bill which we eliminate by the assumption of an 
adequate fiscal structm-e. Consequently, v is set equal to zero since the 
third term was designed to offset the second term. If, then, v = 0, w « zj 

/Figure 3 
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now, to strengthen the likelihood of choosing the A technique, let us 
assume that z = 0, Then the net benefits of the project are represented 

PP 
by the sum of C and -L which is shown on the final line of Table 9» 
Technique A is preferred over B at a discount rate of 20 per cent; and 
technique B is preferred over C al;. a discount rate of 12 per cent. The 
corresponding points on Figure 2 are represented by X's, 

Now recall that we have been assuming a premium of ,1 to be attached 
to foreign exchange costs. This implies that a devaluation of 10 per cent 
would eliminate the over-valuation. Retaining the assumption of a shadow 
wage of labor equal to ssro. Figure 3, depicts the foreign exchange premiians 
required to choose B over C or A over B at given interest rates. Premiums 
to the left of the vertical line are ruled out ty assumption that there is 
some degree of over-valuation. It is clear that for rates of discount above 
11.75 per cent even for a zero foreign exchange premium, B is preferred to 
C, and for rates above 20.8 per cent, A is preferred to B. Moreover, A 
is preferred to B even for a rate of discount as low as 12 per cent if the 
premiuEi on foreign exchange >/ere 1.34, implying that a devalimtion of 
134 per cent would eliminate the over-valuation. Points in Figure 3 
corresponding to our* initial assurrqjtion, that 0 =: .1, are represented 
by 0!g. 

Since foreign exchange is being discussed, it ir>'worbhwhile noting 
that cotton has been treated as a foreign exchange cost. It might be 
argued that countries producing their own cotton would use domestic prices 
of cotton instead of world prices. If so, the evaluation mi^t very well 
be different since raw cotton as a percentage of foreign exchange earnings 
happer.'s to decrease with increasing capital intensity. For example, at a 
discou:it rate of 12 per cent, these proportions are .852, .821 and ,808 for 
techniques A, B and C, respectively. Evaluating cotton at domestic prices 
would be an error, howeverj since the cotton could be exported if not used 
domestically. Thus a country producing its own cotton should use the f.o.b. 
export price rather than the c.i.f. import price» The foreign exchange 
savings for such a country would be the difference between these two prices, 
i.e., transport costs. This refinement has not been introduced in the 
present analysis, /Figure 4 
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Figure 4 
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The ccst-benefit analysis cannot say precisely which technique will 
be preferred because the values of i and v are unknowns to be determined 
according to the political preferences of the countries in question. For 
a large country however, not burdened with the problem of indivisibilities 
in a capital project of this sort, with a moderately over-̂ valued exchange 
rate, a positive value assigned to v for employment creation, and a mode 
moderate].y high social discount rate (in the neighborhood of 14^16 per cent), 
B would most likely be the optimal technique. 

Countries with Relatively Small Markets 
The preceding analysis assmed we were dealing \fith countries of more 

than 5.7 million (assuming per capita consumption of cotton textile of 4 
kilogrames per person as was found to be true for Brazil in I960, a 
population of 5.7 million could consume 20,000 tons a year, slightly more 
than would be produced by 10 type A plants)^ A country so small that its 
internal market could absorb no more than the output of one plant would 
va::y from .57 million to ,72 million depending on whether t:'pe Â  B or C 
were built. Countries of intermediate size would have the sniall jnarket 
problem in a less severe form The analysis of countries with small 
markets where the constraint of indivisibilities is bindin£ is of more 
general applicability than might at first be suspectsi. II applies not 
only to a country with a small market, but also to a country where a decision 
may be r.iade as to the appropriate technology for one additional plant in an 
industry iiáiich already has several plants. Ihe constraint of indivisibilities 
is fully applicable in this situation as well. 

2/ Corn-cries -with stifficiently large markets on the basis bf projection 
to 1980 given in ECLA, Statistical Bulletin for Latin America^ Vol-, 
VIII, N®-2 would include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, 
Ecuador, Perú, Venezuela, Cuba, Haiti, México, the Dominican Republic, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, and the Central American Common Market. 
"Intermediate" countries would include Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad-Tobago, 
and Puerto Rico. The remainder, mainly Caribbean Islands, would fall 
in the category of countries with small markets. 

/Figure 4 
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Figure 4 depicts graphically the data of Tables 8 and 10 which are 
relevant for the small country case. In this case, the three plants are 
regarded as mutvially exclusive projects and, as will shortly be seen, the 
fact that aggregate output and foreign exchange earnings increase with 
capital-intensity gives an advantage to the capital-intensive alternatives» 

As in Figure 2, the same locus of feasible values of v is drawn, here 
identified as ŵ ". Since this locus lies entirely within the C region, it is 
clear that there is no value of v, givoi the rest of the data of the model, 

•If-
which is compatible with w -S: z and which also falls in the B or A region. 

It may be recalled that vf> the market v/age? was assumed to be S times 
the direct opportunity cost. If we relax this assumption and assume z 
equals zero, there is little change in our example. The locus of points 

jf. . where w » a shifts slightly to t-he left, but even for a rate of discount 
as high as 30 per cent, C is still the preferred technique. This can be 
verified directly from Table 10, columns 13, 14 and 15 by adding to the 

r* p values of SC )( = SC (.96) the wage cost of unskilled labor. 

Table 11 

Calcu3.ation of Aggregate' Consmption Benefits 
with a Zero Shadow Wa^e for- Labo:-:' 

A B C ' 
SC^ 14 3 52 459 2 5 915 500 3 0 96? 976 

X 13 778 361 24 878 880 29 729 257 
L 21 273 466 13 533 949 9 339 675 

C^ + L 35 051 827 38 412 829 39 068 932 
Since lower rates of discount favor capitalTintensiye relative to labour 

.intensive projects our conclusion, that C is the optimal technique under any 
reasonable value of v, is strengthened still, further. , 

It was mentioned earlier that á positive foreign exchange premium 
tended to favor the reiatiyely capital intaasive alteraatives because the 
absolute value of net foreign exchange earnings increased with capital 

/intensity. In 
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intensity. In order to strengthen the position of the relatively labour 
intensive alternatives we assume an eqtdlibrium exchange rate, i*e., 0=0. 

p p 
In this case C - SC = and at a social discount rate of 30 per cent^ 
we have the foUovdng 

Table 12 

Aggregate Consumption Benefits with a Zero Shadow Wage 
for labor and a ¿ero Foreign Exchange Premim' 

A B C 
MC 8 848 346 20 026 759 24 741 986 
C^ 8 494 412 19 225 689 23 752 307 
L 21 273 466 13 533 949 9 339 675 

C^ + L 29 767 878 32 759 638 33 091 982 
The advantage of C over its less capital intensive alternative B is 

narrowed from 656 103 pesos to 332 344.pesos, but it persists nevertheless, 
Tl-iB only other way in which the advantage might be narrowed is to assume 
a higher social rate of disco\mt. 

The UNIDO authors argue that the social rate of discount will 
generally be less than the social marginal productivity of capital given 
by the fomula SMP = (l-s) y + p^^ sy» In the case where i « 30 per cent 
and z = 1/8 w, SMP = ,286, only slightly less than i., and for z = w = o, 
SMP s: .343. Thus the value of 30 per cent for i is definitely an upper 
limit given the data of our example. 

There remains one sitviation* however, in which the labour-intensive 
alternative mi^t be chosen. If a count?y had a capital goods sector vdiich 
could produce technology A, for example, using few or no imported inputs, 
but could not produce technique B or C, A might be the preferred technique 
above a certain interest rate given a certain foreign exchange premium. 

A necessary condition would be that at a "threshold" interest rate, 
the discoiinted net foreign exchange earnings of A exceed those of C, In 
that case there would exist some foreign exchange premium, 0, for which A 
would be preferred to C for any valúe of v. Below this threshold rate of 

/interest, but 
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interest, but. above that rate of interest where the discounted net foreign 
exchange eajrnings of A exceed those of B there would exist a range where the 
válué of. y. would determine the choice between A and Cf Below the second 
threshold the sa®^ ordering would occur as in our original example. This 
analysis is shown in Figure with approximate values for the parameters 
in terms of the data of our example. 

"Figuré 5 

Sensitivity Analysis when there Exists the Capacity 
to Produce Technology "A" Domestically 

16% 

11% 

0 1.6, V, = 2,5, v„ « 4.9 

If the premium on foreign exchange is smaller, the threshold interest 
rates rise. Indeed, for a 0 of only .16 the threshold interest rate is 
30 per cent and the original conclusions cf our evaluation hold. 

/For a 
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For a country with fairly high rate of discount, say, between 20 
per cent and 30 per cent, a currency overvalued to the extent of 16 per 
cent to 100 per cent> and a capacity to produce machines for technology 
A but not B or C, A could well be the preferred alternative, but on grounds 
largely independent of the shadow wage of labour. 

If a country doea not presently produce textile machinery, but wishes 
to do so, it must analyze the costs and boiefits of producing each type of 
loachinery. To perfoym such an evaluation it wo"uld be best to treat the 
production of the machinery and the production of the fabric together as 
a vertically integrated industry and analyze the combination as a single 
project. 

Conclusion 

For a country w^th a market so small that only one plant of type A, B, or 
G could be built, it is extronely likely that technique C would be the 
optimal one. On the other hand, for a ̂ .arge comtry ^ at least 5»7 millioa -
technique B would almost certainly be chosen over C. Technique A might even 
be chosen depending upon the extent of overvaluation, the discrepancy between 
market wages and the opportunity cost of labour, and the social rate of 
discount. If the capital goods industry could produce equipmeant of type A, 
but not of type B or C, it is likely that A would be ths preferred technique. 

/Appendix I 
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Appendix I 
Sensitivit}' Analysis in the UivIDO Guidelines 

The short-run goal of project analysis is to focus policy markers' 
attention on the relevant political choices inherent in project design and 
to extract political decisions \/ith respect to these choices. In this 
context, the bounds on x/eights and shadov/ prices serve to illuminate the 
value judgments implicit in one decision or another The long-run goal 
is to narro\7 the bounds on v/eights and shadov; prices to a sufficiently 
small range that the top-dov/n version of planning becomes feasible. 

As an example, the authors of the UiilDO Guidelines (45) constructed 
an hypothetical decision-maJcing scenario. The first project presented in 
this example is a pulp and paper mill. It was postulated that the govern-
ment had two principle objectives with respect to this project: an increase 
in aggregate consumption, and the redistribution of income in favor of the 
hypothetical district of Sendesh. The planners, therefore, prepared t\;o 
alternative designs: one, alternative A, to be located in the district of 
Guptania \/here a vell-developed infrastructure vould Iceep investment costs 
to a minimuiTii altei->native li to be located in Sendesh. 

The chief differences between the alternatives are: (l) the capital 
costs of B are significantly higher because of the investment in roads and 
otner infrastructure, and (2) li would bring income and emploĵ ient t¿ the 
poorest region of the country, whereas A would cost less initially but 
v/ould contribute to tiie economic polarization of the countrj'-. The real 
costs in terms of aggregate consumption, of operating the two projects 
are about equal. On the one hand, the direct opportunity cost of vinskilled 
labor is practically z-.ro in Sendesh, but approximately equal to the market 

/wage in Guptania. 
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v.'a'je in Quptaiiia. On the other hand, transport costs for inputs and 
outputs uill be higher for even after the infrastructure has been com-
pleted. Distances to marlcets aiid sources of supply are greater, iiore-
over, supervisory personnel vould have in any case to cosne from Guptania 
for some time to come, and they v;ould require a \7age supplement to balance 
the higher cost of transporting goods in Sendesh. These tv/o tendencies 
xfork in opposite directions and just about cancel each other out. 

The aggregate-consumption benefits of the ti;o projects are equal since 
iiiic t"c alternatives pr-uuuce essentially identical outputs. 

To illustrate the necessity of ciioosing both the social rate of 
discount and tne veigirc to be attached to consumption in Sendesh, -tiie 
authors present the follo\.dne swnmary of data and the steps involved in 
mai<ing the comparison of present values. 

/Summary of Data 
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Suinruarjí- of Data on Alternative Projects 
(Thousands) 

Alt amative A 
Alternative ij 

Acforegate Conswiption 

Annual 
Benefits 

Anttual 
Operating 
Cost 

Capital 
Cost 

Annual Consumption 

Generated to Sendesh 

200 

200 

100 

100 

500 
600 

0 

50 

Assuming the project vill last indefinitely, and that the gap betveen 
Sendesh and the rest of the country \;ill remain at its present level inde-
finitely, the t\/o présent values are given by the formulae: 

IIPV A 

."py i3 

sp^"^ + (1 - s) 200-100 - P^^^ X 500 

sp'̂ "'̂  + (1 - s) 20Q-10J - p̂ "'̂  :c GOO + u ¿0 
1 1 

s = raarginal propensity to save> assumed equal to tlie reinvestment propensity 
for both alternatives5 

i = social rate of discount: 
p = slî .uov price of investmer̂ t; 
'I = premium o .. incoiae generated to Sendesh 
Thus, ) • 

I ~ I inv 1 ( inv i?PV -fPV^ as - p X 500 :• - p x 600 + sj 50 A I JLJ 

> N 

/Using as a 
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Usinc as a formula for the shadov/ price of investment defined earlier in 
the book in a hypothetical example.' 

inv P - 0.225 
i-O.O', 5 

The comparison of present values reduces to 

j;PV., as - 0.225 500 
i-0.075 

0.225 X 600 + U 50 
i-0.075 i ^^ j 

The authors then produce a draving of the locus of those pairs of values 
for v/hich the present values of the tvro alternatives are equal. Such a 
locus separates the region v;.iere iíPv i-iPV,. from that \/here A. V 
hPV, < HPV,... 

A ^ ,. ^ .•'̂igure 1 
Locus of s-s.'itching values for paper mill 

1 > • 

• 1 •• 

/if the government 
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If the f̂ overruiieut caooses alternative t.ie Sendesh alternative,on 
the groiinds that an extra capital outlay of i> 100-000 seems a small price 
to pay to generate L 50,000 per year to Sendes'a, then the implication is 
that if the social rate of discount ranges from .20 to .10, then the implied 
value of \J is in the range of 0.72 to 1,8. 

If in a subsequent decision, for exajnple, to build a steel mill, the 
decision './ent ajrainst Sendesh, the situation might appear as follov/s '/ith 
the shaded region containinc; values consistent \dth both the paper milX 
and the steel mill decisions. 

••'igure 2 
Loci of switching values for paper raill and steel mill 

1 

\ N .'• 

If nov; a third decision̂  to build a textile mill, also >.;e:.it against 
Sendesh, the follOLlny picture migirt emerge './hich implies roughly that 
U = 0.95 and i = 0.15. 

/Figure 4 
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I'ijure 3 
Loci of si.dtching points for all tiiree wills 

/ / . 

• \ / 

--- L 

i.e. v , ' 

Thus, the approach of Lhe II/IIDO autiiors, in treating the social, rate 
of discotnit as on uiilcno-.n along -.'ÍlIi otlier .•eiiihts reflecting value judgements, 
combined -..'ith the use of sensitivity .analj'sis for presenting to decision 
malcers the consequences and implied value judgments of choices ainong alter-
natives} provides a framevoric in \'hich such values caj.i be made explicit and 
consistent. Should the process not lead to consistent ̂ -eightsj the project 
analyst can. point this out to the decision-malcers \;ho may find that political 
pressures often render consistent decisions nialcing irapossible. :':n cua3'- case, 
the project analyst avoids in this manner naving to malee decisions about the 
values of national parameters ¥hich are properly the responsibility of 
governments. 

/Appendix II 
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Derivations of Tpreigii Sxcliaiige Formulas 

The derivations v/hich follow are from the article by Bacha and Taylor 
(l). \Je include here derivations of the "equilibrium" exchange rate of 
3acha and Taylor, the Jlarberger Schydlovslcy-P'ontaine formulation, and the 
bruno-̂ ireuger domestic cost of producing foreign exchange. The definitions 
of variables are found at the end of this Appendix, not in the Addendum to 
be used in follouing the discussions in the main text. 

Jacha and Taylor's l]quilibrium Rate 

Their model utilizes demand and supplĵ  functions, accepting the 
Robinson-iietzler assur.iption that these functions for each good depend only 
on the good's oim price. Tiie equations of the model are as follows; 

Balance of trade in foreign currency, 
rT + = -ff m (1) X d "m s 

¡̂ quality bet\'een export demand and supply functions 
(Pj (2) 

Equality beti/een import demand and supply functions 
m ( T T ) = m (p ) (3) s ill d m 

Definition of domestic price of exports 

p^ = (4) 

Domestic price of imports 

- K 

The problem is to determine the revaluation in the exchange rate 
needed to reestablish the prexistent balance of trade when trade restric-
tions are removed. 

/Talcing total 
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Talking total log differentials of equations (l) - (5) 

WJ IT,, + ^V^^d) ^ = ^ / tT^i ^^^ 

-rry-Tfj = (cip/p,) (7) 

V ^ m (10) 

The change in the exchange rate necessary to compensate for tlii 
removal of protection is d R/2 = - (d T/T) (/(I - q )) (11) q = D (1 Ê , (iJ (12) v/iiere . . m m 

(1 + E ) ( - E ) 
m' / m V X X 

Talcing the integral of (ll) and assuining constant elasticities, 
ic = - ̂ ^T (13) 

Setting T = 1, and H = ¡2*, the zero tariff exchange rate is 
ic = ^̂  - ̂ ^ (14) 

Substituting into (13) 

• -K-E = RT 1 - q 
Since T ~ T-5!- + 1 

(15) 

li* = E(l + "t) 1 - . (16) 
ivhich is equation (23) of the main text, 
lor a small country, it may be assumed that 
Em X = , in i/hich case 

q = D 3x/ym (l7) 

/Harberger-Schydlowsky-
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Harbercer-SchydlovrsIcy-rontaine Tormula 
This approaches analyzes the effect on national income of a project 

having foreign exchange linlcs. There are three sectors: an import 
competiiig sector, a sector producinj; e;iports, asid a third sector producing 
non^tradables. The equations of the model are as follo-./st 

Domestic prices are 
^i = ^̂  + •̂ i) i = i i == 0,1 (13) 

P2 = ^̂̂  + 2 = 

The linear aoinocenecus production functions are 
Z. = p'- (L., ICp i = 1, 2, 3 (12) 

Full employment of resources is asswaeds 
A ̂ = L (20) 

i 1 
(21) 

where i = 0 for non-competitive intensediate imported inputs and 
i a 1, 2, 3 for domestically produced or competitively imported in-
termediate inputs. 
Set prices are ̂ iven b]̂  

3 
P ̂  = P. - a.. P. j = 1, 2; 3 (?2) 

J J ^ 1.3 1 • 
i=0 'ihj first order production equilibrium conditions are 

P̂ " rj w i = 1, 2, 3 (23) 

P^ f.̂  = s i = lv2, 3 (24) 

/The physical 
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The physical balaiacs equations for 4oiüestic goods are given in 
matrix notation;., 

"1 

•K-
"3 i 

= (I-A) 

f • • 
c 

0 

0 0 

(25) 

where the (P̂ , P̂ » P^, P^) are net supply functions homoyeneous of 
degree zero in the prices P - P^. • ' 

0 o 
In the foreign exchange inarlcet; the balance of pajnuents in v/orld 

prices is: 
- \ \ (26) 

Define y as the sum of total final demand for goods and money 
valued at domestic prices. 

y zz ^ p C. + C = p ' C -l- C .. ( 2 7 ) a 1 • ij. 11 
i 

The final demand functions for goods is uomoceneous of degree 
zero in prices and the supply of money 

C. = C. . 1 1 (pf y. 0 i = 1,2, (28a) 

The demand for money is assuraed to be homogeneous of degree one. 
G.. = C (p, y J k) homogeneous of degree 1. i 1 ii (23b) 

L.o\i let there be a project d ̂  v/hich produces d of foreign 
eicchange. The change in the balance of paj-Tiients induced by the project 
is: 

/libere 
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wáere 

and 

- d:c 2 ; ( c - R i dR ^(c^ - z ^ y ^ w di-! ( 3 1 ) 

AsswAing a constant snoney SLipply and negligible non-competitive inter-
mediate inipoi'ts: 

= d ̂  (32) 
' - - - - - . — — " 

The change in y induced by the additional foreign excSiange is: 

dy = p̂  
•5'r, 

r n R 

Substituting from (32), 

dy = 3 R 

^ R 

( 3 3 ) 

( 3 4 ) 

!/ith negligible noncompetitive imports Tor interraediate uses, the 
vjorld price value of escports and imports becorae equal from equation (2-0 

Dividing top and bottoin of (34) by the irarld price values of exports 
or iinports, 

(1 + tj) E^ - (1 + t^)/^^ 

2̂ 

M . 

¡n 
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X , ni. . v/here j/; are the shares of exports o£ sector j, aiid are the snares 
M -

in total imports of sector i, the above formula generalizes to 

< - X y m, m, ^ 
E = ̂ ^ X M ^ ^ 

^ ici E - ^ mx ¿^ 
J f • j - -M ^ ' 

v.'hich is Fnrmu.la (31) in the ;nain text. 

'.I'he Domestic Cost of Producing l''oreign Exchange 

The Brvino Ireuger formulation is uerived from the suppli'' side of the economy, 
equation ( 9) - (24) above¡ except that there are n sectors instead of 
three. 

Application of Suler's taeorem gives the follovirig equations for the 
exhaustio of value added by factor paionents. 

p z. = p. f̂  L. + p. f X. = uL. + i - 1,?;... n (37) 1 L 1 1 iC 1 1 1 
:Di7iding tliis equation by ẑ  gives, 
p̂!" = v.d. + sk 1,2, . n (30) 1 i f 

i./here 1. and Ic. are tl-ie labor/output and capital/output ratios for 
sector i. 

If 1' and k' are the v̂ ectors of these sectoral ratios, and p' the 
( 

vector of prices, 
p' (l-A) - pa' = r̂l' + s!c' (39) o o 

or. 
p' = + (.'1' + si:') (I-A)~^ (40) 

which expresses domestic goods prices in terms of factor costs. 

/if a producer 
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If a producer in sector i can sell his product abroad and receive 
ll'ff̂. pesos uhere E is the market exciiange rate^ the sale x/ill be pro-1 
fitable if 

eTT. ^ p. or Hff. 7 P'h. (41) 1 ~ 1 
v/here h. is the "unit" vector './ith xmity as its i''-̂'-' coordinate and 
all other coordinates are equal to zero. 

Substituting for p' from (40) 

rIT. \ pa' (I-A)""̂  + (wl' + sic') (I-A)"^ h. (42) 
1 o o i 

Setting tariffs on non-competitive iraports equal to zero, 
p = r¿// , and '..'•e uaveo 0 o 

(vr - SIC) h^ ^ ^ 

-TT. - f a' h. 
• 1 Q o ' 1 

To arrive at equation (2?) in the main text, it is only necessary 
to redefine a few terms. The top half of the equation represents the 
value of all domestic inputs of product i. TJiis can be alternativel}'' 
written as Z 7 2- f s. v 

1 s s 
xrhere the f . represent inputs of factor s per unit of output i. Let 

^̂  ^ -1 -"TT". " U. and •// a' (I-A) h. = ra. the direct and indirect foreign 1 J " o o' ' 1 J 
exchange costs per unit of output, and v/e have 

f . v 
c = _s ^^ ^ E (44) 

u. - iñ. 
1 1 

w. •hicn is equivalent to equation (27) in the r;ain text. 

/Definitions of 
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Definitions o£ variables in Appendix. li 

-Jf ̂̂  ~ "foreign price o£ exports 
X = export dmand d ^^ 
/\ = balance of trade deficit = // x -// m 

X ra 

= foreign price of imports 
" m 

m = import supply s 
X = e:cport supply s 
m = import demand a 
p s domestic price of exports 
X 
II = market eiccliange rate 
R shadow e:;;change rate 
p = domestic price of imports 
f. . 
T = the ad valorem tariff equivalent to protection 
T = 1 + T" 

^̂  (1 Sx (Em ̂ y^m ) 
(1 + Sm) m (/-x - ;.:x) 

• = price elasticity of export demand 
Ex = price elasticity of export supplj'' 

= price elasticity of import demand 
3m = price elasticity of iinport supply 
T̂Tq = foi-eign price of non-competitive imports 
7/^ = foreign price of competitive imports 
1/ 2 ~ price of exports 
t̂  = the ad val o rein tariff (subsidy) equivalent to protection 

(ta;;) applied to commodity i 

A i -
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T^ = 1 + (force of tariff) 

jü!. = 1 + t (force of subsidy or ta:c on exports) 
I ^ 
P. = -net prices" = P. - ^ a..P. j = 1, 2, 3 
J • ^ 1=0 ^ 
ẑ  - production of goods i 
L = labor 
IC = capital 
a. . = input i into activity j ij 
f^ = derivative vitli respect to labor of the production 

function in sector i 
f^ = derivative .;ith respect to capital of the production 

function in sector i 
V = './acre rate 
s = rental price of capital 
A = domestic input-output matrix 
c = sectoral final demand level i 
m^ = level of competitive imports into sector 1 
x^ = level of exports of sector 2 
a' = rov/ vector of intermediate non-competitive import o coefficients 
z = column vector of output levels 
m = total of non-competitive imports o 
y =5 sum of total final demand for goods and nioiiey at do-

mestic prices 
c = final demand for money H 
ii = money stock 
d£ = activity level of a nev/ project 
X j = share of exports of sector j in total exp rts 

M 
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= share of ir.iports of sector i in total imports 
h 
1. s labor/output ratio for sector i 
Ic. c capital/output ratio for sector i 
p' = vector of prices 
1' = vector of labor/output ratios 
k' = vector of capxtal/outpút ratios 
h = "-unit" vector v/ith unity as the . th coordinate, and X • 1 

all other coordinate equal to zero 
f . = input of factor s per unit of output i sj 
m, = direct and indirect foreign exchange costs per unit 
^ of output 
u. = foreign price of exports. 
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Definitions of Variables in tlie iiaiai Text 

s = marginal propensity to save 
y = rate of retur:- on capital (marginal output/capital ratio) 
inv 

p = shadeu price of capital 
t = time 
i = social rate of discount 
b = incremental labor/capital ratio 
V = annual uage of unskilled labor 
z ~ marginal productitivy of labor in the unprotected 

virban sector 
T = nvTiiiber of j'-ears at the end of uhich consuir.ption is valued 

equally dtii investment. 
up = elasticity of marginal utility vith respect to per 

capita income 
rp = rate of grov/th of per capita consximption 
r = rate of grovtli of ago'î ef ate incoiae 
V/ = shadou price of labor 
p a discountev.; percent value of the stream of future con-

suiaption foregone by not ijia3.cinc' an additional unit of 
investiiient 

R = official exchange rate 
E = shadov/ price of foreign exchange 
T = e<juivalent level of ad valorem tariff 

/^x = price elasticity of deraand for exports 
= price elasticity of supply for exports 

^^^ = price elasticity of demand for imports 
S = price elasticity of supply for imports 

iTi 

D = initial trade balance 
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SJ 

X 

D (1 +>/ ) w (S -A ) / m m 
(1 + E U - a ) • m /' m / X :c 

c = domestic cost o£ producing foreign exchange 
f . = input of primary factor s per unit of output sj 
a^^ = input of good i per unit of output 
v^ » price of factor s 
p. » price of good i 
u. = foreign exchange earnings per imit of output 

V 

m. = foreign ejcchange costs per unit of output 
J . 
f . direct and indirect input of primary factor s per 

unit of output 
m. = direct and indirect foreign e:ichange costs per unit 
^ of output 
11̂  s: effective rate of production of product j 
pf = "net price'' or value added at domestic prices = 1 n 

P . - a. . P. 

P^ = domestic price of product i 
P . a dojnestic price of input j «3 

= "net price"' or value added at ;;orld prices = 
C- i - ^ a. . f , ^ XaO XJ ̂  j 

X = v/orld price of product i 
c 

J \7orld price of input j 
T ̂  =s export subsidy 
•rfv X t. = export duties on corn odityj. 
¿ . t^ = import dutxes on conmxodity x 
X. 
. J = share of export j in total exports 

/"i . share 
K 



- Add-3 -

= share of inport i in total iraports 
ii 

"̂i a sliare of import i in the marginal import bill 
A u 
t = total costs c 

= fixed costs per maciiine 
c = number of aachine vinits required 
a^ = setting time 
n t: size of the production run 

= • vage rate of r/iachine setter 
â  = piece time (direct iuachine time) per unit of output 
hg = vage ra e of operator 
U e voluiiie of output 
Ji a number of hours per shift 

63 number of shifts per day 
E . ® the largest integral number contained in the braclteted 

expression \dien evaluated. 
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